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1 Introduction 

 

Migration processes have existed in the past and affected a society’s composition and 

outlook. These processes from distinct historical periods superimpose on one another to this 

day and make societies increasingly diverse (Robinson 1990:1-2; Nail 2015: 5-6; Kymlicka 

1995: 11). One of the questions that arose due to these migrations has been, how can people 

of diverse cultures live together given the existence of heterogeneity in societies? There have 

been different public policy approaches to this question from integrating people from 

different cultures into a dominant national one, to assimilating everybody into a unified 

national culture. In this debate the concepts of cultural pluralism and then multiculturalism 

were the lenses used for looking at those issues (Kymlicka 2006: 288; Kymlicka 2001: 130; 

Vertovec & Wessendorf 2010: 1-3, 18-20; Parekh 2000: 5-11; Rex & Singh 2003: 4; Barabas 

2014: 2-4; Giménez 2003: 10-20).  

Lately, interculturality has been put forward by researchers and policy makers as another 

such approach to manage culturally diverse groups in a given society (Meer & Modood 

2012: 30; Keval 2014: 126-127; Cantle 2014: 312-314; Bloemraad & Wright 2014: 293).   

Interculturality is a theoretical concept that describes the interactions and dialogues between 

diverse cultures while interculturalism is its normative counterpart that “aims to facilitate 

dialogue, exchange and reciprocal understanding between people of different backgrounds” 

(Zapata-Barrero 2015: 1; Wood et al. 2006: 13-14; Fuller 2002: 10). It is theory put into 

practice through public policies trying to strengthen the ways in which we live together 

(Zapata-Barrero 2015: 6-10). A policy approach like this is often referred to as “intercultural 

city”. The concept of the intercultural city emerged during the 2000s and has been solidified 

through the European intercultural cities program established by the Council of Europe (CoE 

2013: 23-26; CoE n.y. b).  

Absorbing a paradigmatic approach like the intercultural city in public policy, requires 

consideration of every actor involved in its implementation but it also requires an 

understanding of the concept. Since depending on one’s understanding, actors may work 

against each other, work separately or ignore to work on it all together (Gorski 2006: 163; 

Sabatier & Mazmanian 1979: 484-485; Baier et al. 1986: 202; McLaughlin 1987: 177).  

For studying this relation Mexico City was chosen. It is the only Latin American city that is 

part of the Intercultural Cities Programme of the Council of Europe as well as having the 
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intercultural paradigm prescribed in a local law called “Interculturality, Assistance for 

Migrants and Human Mobility in the Federal District” (LISMHM for short) passed in 2011, 

whose implementation is supervised by the newly founded Secretariat of Rural Development 

and Equity for Communities (SEDEREC for short) (SEDEREC 2012: 63ff.). Mexico City 

has been a vanguard for socially progressive laws and policy developments throughout 

Mexico (Kanai & Ortega-Alcázar 2009: 487; Harbers 2007: 38-39). Even so, the question 

remains to what extent this law is being implemented.  

 

1.1 Research Objective 

The following research is a qualitative study that reviews the theoretical discussions around 

the concepts of interculturalism, multiculturalism and cultural pluralism and their policy 

implications as well as intercultural policy in Mexico City related to international migrants 

and indigenous peoples.  

The question that guides this research is:  

To what extent is it possible for decision-makers and key actors to implement 

interculturalism in Mexico City? 

To elaborate on this question the following minor questions have been chosen: Do the views 

of key actors and decision-makers on interculturality reflect theory? Do the key actors’ and 

decision-makers’ understandings of interculturality correspond with each other or can 

differences be observed? If so, what kind of differences can be observed? Is the practice of 

key actors and decision-makers in line with the theoretical concept of interculturality? How 

do key actors and decision-makers understand interculturality? 

With this set of guiding questions the implementation of interculturality and its relation to 

understandings and perceptions by key actors will be explored. The results should discover 

possibilities and challenges for intercultural policy and practice in Mexico City.  

 

1.2 Outline 

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 is the here presented introduction. Chapter 2 

will lay out the theoretical framework. But to put this research in its geographical context, 

Mexico and Mexico City’s historical and socio-political background regarding its cultural 

diversity with an emphasis on migrant groups and indigenous peoples, will be presented.  

The following section reviews Mexico City’s law on interculturality; notably its content and 
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context of development and the SEDEREC. This section will give an overview on how the 

city government officially defines interculturality and what kind of programs or policies are 

being pursued for this purpose. Next, there will be a literature review on the current state of 

research regarding Mexico City’s law on interculturality (or LISMHM). Lastly, the 

theoretical concepts of multiculturalism, cultural pluralism and interculturalism, will be 

presented. From thereon, the concept of the Intercultural City, i.e. the application of 

interculturalism in an urban environment, will be demonstrated as the theoretical base.  

Chapter 3 explains the research design and methods. It looks at the reasons for choosing 

Mexico City as a sampling site and the sampling method used for different key actors, 

particularly those involved with intercultural policies and practices. The reasons for 

choosing a qualitative research approach in the form of semi-structured interviews, their 

structure and content, will also be introduced. The motivations for choosing Grounded 

Theory as a qualitative method to analyze the study’s data, will also be demonstrated.  

In chapter 4, I will examine the empirical results gathered through interviews in Mexico City. 

The aim is to contrast the theoretical concept of interculturality with its understanding by 

different key actors and their practices regarding interculturality. The content analysis and 

its interpretation based on categorizations will be related to the research question and 

theoretical discussion about interculturalism, multiculturalism and the intercultural city. 

The fifth and sixth chapter summarize and highlight how these results will contribute to the 

state of research on Mexico’s intercultural policies and point out challenges for Mexico City. 

It will also shine a light on the relationship between conceptual understanding and actual 

implementation of concepts, in this case interculturalism. The sixth chapter will reflect on 

research limitations and possible methodological inconsistencies and how they affect the 

results’ reach. Finally, routes for further research will be suggested.  

It is through the research of the understanding of interculturality by differently situated actors 

that its implementation in public policy shall be discussed. The objective being encountering 

chances for and obstacles to the implementation of intercultural policies in Mexico City.  
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2 Literature review 

 

This chapter delves into the theory and current research that underlies this study’s topic; the 

implementation of intercultural policies in Mexico City. The key actors and decision-makers 

range from members of organizations tied to intercultural issues to representatives of public 

institutions. The research site is located in Mexico as the social and historical context for 

cultural diversity and Mexico City as the institutional context for intercultural policies in the 

city. The extent of implementation will be explored through the understandings and 

perceptions of interculturality and intercultural policy by key actors and decision-makers. 

For this purpose, this chapter will first present the context of Mexico City’s cultural diversity. 

The next section will introduce the LISMHM as first law attempting to design an 

integrational and intercultural policy as well as the SEDEREC and its intercultural programs. 

In this way, I will reveal the city’s official understanding and policies regarding 

interculturalism, i.e. normative interculturality.   

The literature review examines the current research on how intercultural policies based on 

the LISMHM have been implemented in Mexico City. The theoretical framework used for 

this thesis concentrates on interculturalism and intercultural cities while also looking at 

related concepts like cultural pluralism and multiculturalism since they can overlap with 

interculturalism. Other concepts like cultural diversity and hybridity can be parts of one’s 

understanding of interculturalism. With this in mind, the research question will be explained 

and related to theory and research.   

 

2.1 Mexico & Mexico City 

Mexico City (Spanish: Ciudad de México), formerly known as the Federal District, is the 

capital city of the United Mexican States. Mexico is a federal republic located in North 

America, consisting of 31 states and sharing a border with the United States of America in 

the north, encircled in the west by the Pacific Ocean and by the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf 

of Mexico in the east and bordering with Belize and Guatemala in the south as figure 1 shows.  
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Fig. 1: Map showing North and Central America (based on data from ArcGIS 2010). 

This continental centrality and proximity to industrialized nations, foremost the United 

States, factors in its role as a country marked by emigration and recently transit migration 

from Central America’s northern triangle, consisting of Guatemala, Honduras and El 

Salvador. Migration processes oftentimes move from developing countries to developed 

countries for economic, social and/or political reasons. Mexico’s geographical location 

renders it a main destination for reaching the United States and to a lesser degree, Canada 

(Cobo et al. 2010: 246-247; ITAM 2014: 10-14).  

Mexico City is located in the Valley of Mexico which is a valley in the center of Mexico. 

The capital borders with the state of Morelos in the south and the State of Mexico in the 

north. The city consists of 16 municipalities or territorial demarcations. Figure 1 shows 

Mexico City’s location in Mexico while figure 2 shows Mexico City as part of the 

Metropolitan Area of the Valley of Mexico which consists of the 16 capital municipalities 

and 60 adjacent municipalities, not all shown in figure 2 (INECC n.y.: 95).  
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Fig. 2: Mexico City & Metropolitan Area of the Valley of Mexico (based on data from INEGI 2016). 

The Metropolitan Area has 2.011.6842 inhabitants as a result of demographic growth in the 

period from 1950-1980 due to the concentration of manufactural and industrial activities in 

the region and the subsequent rural-urban migration. This process led to the peripheral 

expansion of Mexico City into the adjacent State of Mexico. Since the 1980s a decline in 

manufacturing jobs and a decentralization of industrial activities took place, and was 

accompanied by the centralization and growth of the service sector, as well as economic and 

political functions in Mexico City proper. Yet, the urban periphery is still in expansion and 

contrastingly and mostly as lower income area. As of 2011, the area has a share of 23.55% 

of the national GDP and 18.59% of the share of the national population, making it a 

significant part of Mexico (Brookings Institute 2012: 1; INEGI 2011; OECD 2004: 9-10; 

Aguilar & Ward 2003: 9-10). Mexico City itself is the country’s most populated city with 

8.918.653 inhabitants and functions as the cultural, political, educational and financial center 

of Mexico (INEGI 2015: 1; Cruz Rodríguez 2000: 65). It is also considered a global city 

mostly connected to Latin America (Becker & Müller 2012: 80; Kanai & Ortega-Alcázar 

2009: 489; Brookings Institute 2012: 1-3). 
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On January 29, 2016 the capital has been granted the status of a federal autonomous entity, 

changing its name officially from Distrito Federal (Federal District) to Ciudad de México 

(Mexico City) and is as of now (2016) in the process of drafting a new constitution (SEGOB 

2016; Cámara de Diputados LXIII Legislatura 2016: 1-2). The head of the capital’s 

government is the mayor who is elected since 1997. The capital is currently headed by 

Miguel Ángel Mancera of the left-center party “Party of the Democratic Revolution” (PRD) 

and has ever since 1997 been governed by the PRD (PRD n.y.:1-2). The capital has a history 

of being a catalyst for liberal and progressive politics. Practical testaments to this, have been 

the legalization of same-sex marriage and adoption and the right to abortion among other 

things. This distinguishes Mexico City from most parts of Mexico which are usually 

governed by PRI or PAN, center-right and conservative parties (Uribe Moreno 2012: 80; 

Díaz-Olavarrieta et al. 2012: 399-398; Bustillos 2011: 1032).  

2.1.1 The context for cultural diversity 

Mexico’s cultural diversity has roots in history as well as in new developments. For 

Mexico’s historical diversity, four populations have to be considered as a basis: the criollo 

population or descendants of European settlers, the mestizo population or the descendants of 

European and indigenous and/or other ethnicities, the indigenous populations which consist 

of the already existing peoples since pre-Columbian times and the afro-Mexican population 

that was mainly forced to migrate to Mexico during the slave trade of the colonial period 

(Alavez 2014: 46-49; 55; 72; 87; Martínez 2015: 27-28; Navarrete 2009: 249-253). For 

Mexico City, communities of different national origin, i.e. communities that settled in 

Mexico in the late 19th and early 20th century from Europe as well as the Ottoman Empire 

and later refugees from Europe and South America, have to be added. As well as the native 

peoples or pueblos originarios; populations that settled in Mexico-City before the Spanish 

and Aztec migration and still keep their territorial settlements (Alavez 2014: 49-54; 60-63).  

Regional migration to Mexico City in the 20th century was defined by rural-urban migration 

of peasants and farmers, largely indigenous persons. The period of rural-urban migration 

lasted from 1950s-1970s and was due to industrial  and construction activity taking place in 

Mexico City and its surroundings (Granados Alcantar 2005: 142). Today, this migration 

pattern still takes place whilst settled indigenous networks and communities have been 

established in the city (Vega et al. 2008:139-140). As of 2015, 1.5% of the population in 

Mexico City is able to speak an indigenous language, among them: Náhuatl (29.8%), Mixtec 

(12.3%), Otomí (10,6%), Mazatec, Zapotec and Mazahua. Whereas 8.8% of the population 
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of the capital identify as indigenous whether or not they speak an indigenous language 

(INEGI 2016: 47-53). 

With the turn of the millennium and the last 10 years new migration patterns emerged. The 

“war on organized drug crime” was initiated in 2007 by former President Calderón. It 

consisted of deploying a military strategy for combatting organized crime related to the drug 

trade. This new approach escalated violence across the country and led to an increase in 

forced regional migration because of an upsurge in crime rates and a climate of violence 

(Calderón Chelius 2012: 19-21; Coalición Pro Defensa del Migrante & American Friends 

Service Committee 2016: 44-45). In Mexico regional migration towards Mexico City has 

nonetheless decreased in the last 10 years by 3%. However, 19% of Mexico City’s 

population was not born in Mexico City (INEGI 2016: 16).  

Another factor for new patterns is the beginning of the economic recession in the US since 

2008 when return migration increased sharply. It is composed of voluntary as well as forced 

migration due to a dampened labor market and more hostile and restrictive migration policies 

in the US (Albo Márquez et al. 2012: 237-238; Rivera Sánchez 2015: 64-65). From 2000 to 

2010, there has been an increase of 277% in returning migrants to central Mexico (CONAPO 

2015: 98). However, in the period from 2009-2011 return migration has diminished by 45% 

(CONAPO 2015: 61).  

Other recent developments are transmigration and immigration which are largely caused by 

the consequences of strengthened and extensive organized crime and economic hardship, 

primarily in the northern triangle of Central America. In 2013 most transit migration 

consisted 90% of Central American migrants. Most migrants opt to migrate to the US but 

others are deciding to stay in Mexico (Coalición Por Defensa del Migrante & American 

Friends Service Committee 2016: 31; ITAM 2014: 18-19; Red de Documentación de las 

Organizaciones Defensoras de Migrantes 2013: 28). Most refugees and asylum seekers come 

from Colombia, El Salvador and Honduras in the period from 2002-2011 while 90% of 

refugees live in Mexico City. However, very few persons seek refuge in Mexico and very 

few people are accepted as refugees. From 2002 to 2011 only 1186 of 5255 have been 

accepted as refugees (Cobo & Fuerte 2012: 20-24). 

International migration from South America and Europe still takes place, as well as the 

migration of family members of returned or deported Mexican migrants from the US to 

Mexico. In 2010 76.4% of foreign residents in Mexico were born in the US (INEDIM 2012: 
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14; Moreno Pérez 2015). For Mexico City in 2015, 0.9% of the population was born in 

another country (INEGI 2016: 18). There is still a significant push for Mexicans to migrate 

to the US and Canada (Coalición Por Defensa del Migrante & American Friends Service 

Committee 2016: 78; BBVA Research & Consejo Nacional de Población 2014: 36-37).  

Mexico is a country marked by all forms of migration processes: immigration, emigration, 

transit migration, return migration and internal migration. All these flows add to and increase 

Mexico’s cultural diversity on its already diverse populace.  

2.1.2 Change of discourse 

The last developments like the economic downturn and escalating violence which also 

affects migrants, have changed the national migration policy in its discourse. Not least due 

to civil society and clerical organizations pressuring the government. In the government’s 

migration discourse, migration is now handled through a human rights discourse instead of 

security discourse (Calderón Chelius 2013: 334-341). However, there is a discrepancy 

between discourse and practice: The national migration policies focus on security and 

function as an extension of the northern border, deporting transit migrants in Mexico so as 

they may not reach the US. This policy can be observed in the government’s Plan Frontera 

Sur (Southern Border Plan). Mexico’s numbers deporting migrants surpassed the United 

States’ numbers while the latter has deported as many as never before (Sassen 2016; WOLA 

2014: 2-7; Wilson & Valenzuela 2014: 1-3). While in 2013, 64 000 people had been deported, 

in 2014 this number increased to 90 000 deported persons from Mexico (Moreno Pérez 2015). 

Mexico City is the first place in Mexico to pursue another approach to migration and cultural 

diversity through a new law which is the first migration law to further conviviality and the 

integration of diverse cultures. This approach will be presented in the next section.  

2.1.3 Mexico City’s Law on Interculturality, Assistance to Migrants and Human Mobility 

The "Law on Interculturality, Assistance to Migrants and Human Mobility" (here on: 

LIAMHM or law of interculturality) which was passed in 2011 in Mexico City, is this 

thesis’s reference. The LIAMHM was developed through a civil society effort where 

organizations tied to migrant and human rights issues actively helped creating and pushing 

it. According to these organizations, there was a need to attend the increasing maltreatment 

of migrants in Mexico, especially transit migrants (Calderón Chelius 2013: 339-341; Cacho 

Ribeiro 2014). As central aim the law states in its first article that it regulates hospitality and 

promotes interculturality, as well as protect rights derived from processes of human mobility. 
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It lists four target populations: communities of different national origin, so-called guests (i.e. 

international and regional migrants, transit migrant, asylum seekers, and refugees), migrants 

(i.e. residents of Mexico City who emigrated) and family members of migrants and guests 

as the fourth group. Nonetheless, the LIAMHM also acknowledges indigenous peoples and 

native peoples of Mexico City as the basis of the capital’s interculturality and mentions them 

in several sections as possible beneficiaries or participants in the functions of the LIAMHM 

(ALDF 2011: 1, 4).  

The LIAMHM adds the right to migration, the right to the city (i.e. inhabitance in the city 

grants access to fundamental social rights), and the hospitable city (i.e. offering a refuge on 

the one hand, and on the other hand, implementing a welcoming stance to newcomers to the 

city) which practically should translate into the provision of fundamental social rights, the 

support of cultural rights and the access to municipal programs and services, granted to 

persons by virtue of their residence or inhabitance in the city, independently of demographic 

characteristics (Alavez 2012: 184; Pérez 2012: 95; Ciudad de México 2012a: 94; Darling 

2014: 163-164; Purcell 2003: 571; Estévez 2016: 76; Pérez Bustillo 2012: 91-92).  

The LIAMHM is divided into eight chapters dealing with general dispositions, human 

mobility, hospitality, rights, interculturality, competences & coordination, the intercultural 

commission and policies of hospitality, interculturality, and assistance to migrants and 

human mobility (ALDF 2011). One of the key points, is the promotion and visibilization of 

interculturality and cultural diversity as well as access to the capital’s services and programs, 

regardless of residential status (SEDEREC 2012: 63ff). Further, the law declares Mexico 

City as intercultural and interculturality as a political principle based on the recognition of 

otherness, creating the possibilities for interaction, mixing, hybridization between cultural 

societies, and for their contribution to the cultural landscape (ALDF 2011: 4).  

The law talks of the creation and development of policies, programs, support and subsidies 

for target groups by the SEDEREC. It insinuates the adaption of governmental services and 

institutions to the needs of a culturally diverse population. Another section postulates the 

creation of an intercultural index for monitoring and evaluating intercultural policies, 

identifying challenges and best practices. It also mentions the creation of a commission of 

interculturality as a participatory and coordinating entity, the creation of a center of 

interculturality for workshops and other events, training of public servants about human 

rights and interculturality, the elaboration of research on target groups and didactic material 
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for schools, among other things. The SEDEREC is named as the responsible party for 

developing and promoting an intercultural policy strategy as listed in the LIAMHM in 

coordination and with the help of governmental institutions and civil society (ALDF 2011).  

In 2012 regulations were codified and published for the better enforcement of the LIAMHM, 

setting standards for the expedition of identity cards for migrants, the elaboration of 

indicators for measuring intercultural policies’ success, the creation of programs for 

translators and interpreters, the creation of intercultural programs and the center of 

interculturality (CNDH 2012).  

2.1.4 The mission of the SEDEREC  

The Secretariat of Rural Development and Equity for Communities (SEDEREC) was created 

in 2007 and functioned primarily as a governmental institution servicing Mexico City’s 

residents living in the southern rural zones and aiming at environmental conservation and 

sustainable rural development (Contaduría Mayor de Hacienda 2010: 43; SAGARPA 2009: 

7-8). In 2011 it was made responsible for the implementation and supervision of the 

LIAMHM’s aims of promoting interculturality in Mexico City, attending emigrants as well 

as migrants and recognizing their rights through the creation of policies, programs and 

services in coordination with other governmental institutions on every scale as well as with 

the help of academic institutions and civil society organizations. It is also still responsible 

for the creation of policies for the strengthening of agriculture, farming, alternative tourism 

in rural zones and environmental protection (IEDF 2011). The target groups are described 

as indigenous peoples, ethnic communities, guests (i.e. international and regional migrants, 

return migrants, asylum seekers, transit migrants and refugees), migrants (i.e. emigrants) and 

their families. Finally, the underlying aims of these functions are the promotion of equity, 

equality and social justice for the betterment of the target groups’ living conditions while 

recognizing the pluriethnic and multicultural character of Mexico City (SEDEREC 2016d).  

In practice, the secretariat operates two permanent services and 10 programs. One service 

assists and directs persons from indigenous communities and native peoples, guests, 

migrants and translators to other entities, helps with official documents, access to health, 

work, project realization, regularization, and subsidies for basic necessities. Another service 

is a telephone line functioning overseas as well as in Mexico for migrants and guests 

requesting information about the programs and services available to them (SEDEREC 

2016e&d).  
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SEDEREC manages 10 programs; among them the strengthening of rural activities, attention 

for native populations, promotion of traditional medicine, promotion of equity for rural 

women, as well as migrant, indigenous and native women, alternative tourism and 

sustainable small scale agriculture (SEDEREC 2016g). Herein, two programs are explicitly 

named intercultural: the program of the "Hospitable, Intercultural City and for Assistance to 

Migrants of Mexico City" and the program "Interculturality and Equity for Peoples and 

Communities of Mexico City". The program “Interculturality and Equity for Peoples and 

Communities” provides support for indigenous communities, communities of different 

national origin, afro-descendants and native communities. It provides help for access to legal, 

cultural, linguistic and educational rights and is mainly aimed at people in need or situations 

of vulnerability or those seeking to preserve cultural elements. Nonetheless, support is 

offered through annual public announcements for specific rubrics e.g. workshops for 

indigenous children, economic support for indigenous and native persons, support for the 

education of indigenous children & youth, support for indigenous and native people in 

situations of need or support for projects concerning cultural rights (SEDEREC 2016h).  

The program “Hospitable, Intercultural City and for Assistance to Migrants” provides help 

for migrants to access health, work, and other basic rights and services of Mexico City. It 

primarily offers help for regularization, operates a welcoming project for migrants, offers 

support for persons in need, support for economic projects and promotion of the intercultural 

and hospitable city. The secretariat also provides an identification card for easier access to 

health services. Like the program before, it works with public announcements which can be 

accessed by individuals, groups or associations (SEDEREC 2016i; SEDEREC 2016j). 

Additionally, the SEDEREC hosts and organizes events and conferences on issues 

concerning interculturality and trains public servants belonging to other institutions on 

interculturality and human rights (SEDEREC 2016k; SEDEREC 2016l).     

Lastly, Mexico City is also an associated member of the International Intercultural Cities 

Network of the European Intercultural Cities Programme, has taken part in an evaluation in 

2014 and hosted events with the Council of Europe (CoE 2014b; CoE 2016b; RECI n.y.). 

The Intercultural Cities Programme is a European initiative and a network of cities that seeks 

to support intercultural policies and strategies through a multi-stakeholder approach, as well 

as to learn from each other’s good practices (CoE 2016c: 1-2). The SEDEREC adopted some 

of the ideas and frameworks of this program in its own approach to the intercultural city 

(Marzorati 2016).   
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2.1.5 The state of current research on the LIAMHIM 

Little research has been done on interculturality in Mexico City. Studies have been published 

in the last five years with the LIAMHM coming into effect in 2011. The research can be 

divided into studies which deal with one issue while tangentially discussing the LIAMHM 

or interculturality in Mexico City and studies that have been created in collaboration with or 

on behalf of the SEDEREC (Calderón Chelius 2012; Kemmer & Müller 2013; Rodriguez, 

2015; GENDES 2014). The latter studies focus on evaluating the implementation of the 

LIAMHM and its programs, to detect problems, challenges and room for improvement. 

These studies commissioned by the SEDEREC, aimed at recognizing implementation 

problems in the city’s intercultural policies. One study looked at the inclusion of 

communities of different national origin (INEDIM 2012); another study investigated the 

behavior of public servants towards migrants (GENDES 2013) while another study reviewed 

the design of application and registration forms for social programs (INEDIM 2014). Lastly, 

the SEDEREC evaluated their programs “Hospitable, Intercultural City and for Assistance 

to Migrants" and "Interculturality and Equity for Peoples and Communities" in 2015 

(SEDEREC 2016m, n).  

The results indicate obstacles to the implementation of the LIAMHM on the institutional, 

the employee, the instrumental and the individual level. All studies surveyed or interviewed 

international migrants, public servants of institutions who might offer services and programs 

to migrants or analyzed statistical data. On the institutional level, studies demonstrate a lack 

of coordination between different institutions on issues regarding interculturality like the 

acknowledgement of migrants as solicitors of services (INEDIM 2014: 30; SEDEREC 

2016n: 16). This lack of coordination between institutions may be attributed to the 

knowledge gap that employees show concerning the LIAMHM, i.e. they largely neither 

know of its existence nor its content (GENDES 2013: 24). Financial shortages also hinders 

flexibility to elaborate adequate programs (SEDEREC 2016m: 86).  

On the employee level public servants show a lack of knowledge about the situation and the 

existence of migrants in Mexico City. Holding prejudice against migrants is frequent 

(GENDES 2013: 28, 31). Studies on discriminatory tendencies in Mexico have shown 

marked prejudices towards indigenous peoples, transit migrants and afro-descendants 

(CONAPRED 2011: 51-54; 93-97). These same prejudices are reflected by the lack of 

culturally sensitive educational options or media representation (SEDEREC 2016m: 44).  
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On the instrumental level regarding the design of application and registration forms needed 

to access social, health and educational services, their design in most cases does not account 

for the presence of different migrant groups in Mexico City (INEDIM 2014: 30-33).  

Finally, on the individual level the study on inclusion of migrants argues that migrants do 

not know neither their rights nor the assistance and programs they could receive. Distrust 

towards officials and especially, the police because of experiences of corruption, diminishes 

motivations to use institutional services, as well (INEDIM 2012: 150; GENDES 2013: 28-

29; INEDIM 2014: 7; SEDEREC 2016m: 30). Moreover, in the case of migrants, conditions 

of vulnerability like the lack of financial resources, networks or lack of identification 

documents are also present (SEDEREC 2016n: 44). In the case of indigenous people 

discrimination, exclusion, lack of financial resources and education also factor in 

(SEDEREC 2016m: 16). All in all, these obstacles hinder access to rights and services 

(SEDEREC 2016m, n). 

Following these studies, INEDIM, the Institute for Migration Research and Outreach in 

accordance with the SEDEREC published a handbook of indicators as a proposal, to be used 

by institutions and to make evaluations and monitoring of intercultural policies, programs 

and interculturality in general, a possibility in Mexico City. The measurement would largely 

be defined by indicators of social, economic and cultural integration of the relevant groups 

(INEDIM 2013).  

Only two studies exist which deal with the theoretical concepts behind the LIAMHM. Müller 

& Kemmer (2013) compare Berlin Neukölln and Mexico City as participants in the European 

network of intercultural cities. The authors state that in a European contexts colonial history 

is not considered in intercultural policies but should be considered in a Latin-American 

context. However, the study neither considers the LIAMHM nor its programs. Another study 

approaches the concept of hospitality on the border between Mexico and the United States 

from a philosophical perspective. Rodríguez (2015) considers the program of the 

intercultural, hospitable city as an example of a city of refuge according to Derrida. The 

program is regarded as progress in Mexico’s migration policy, but only in its discourse. 

Neither of those two studies gathers empirical data to prove this point, nor analyze the Law 

on Interculturality or its programs.  

Even though these studies paint a comprehensive picture of the LISMHM’s implementation, 

almost all studies focus on migrant groups. The role of civil society organizations is not 
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considered, although they offer an important contribution to support diverse populations 

(Gilbert et al. 2013). The thesis at hand analyzes how theoretical concepts could affect 

practical application. Before any concept is implemented, a foundation of understanding is 

needed.  

 

2.2 Theoretical framework 

To understand diverse cultures in societies, different ways of tackling and thinking about 

cultural diversity have emerged in the 20th century (Crowder 2013: 17). Therefore, different 

theoretical concepts needed to analyze understandings of interculturalism by key actors and 

its implications on policy, will be laid out here.  

Cultural diversity & cultural hybridism are concepts used to describe current and new forms 

and processes that arise when different cultures, ethnicities, religions, languages meet in the 

same space (Burke 2013: 149; Blommaert & Verschueren 2002: 14). Based on this, I will 

present three theories most commonly used to not only understand or describe, but also 

accommodate culturally diverse societies: cultural pluralism, multiculturalism and 

interculturalism (Barabas 2014: 2). Concluding, the intercultural city will be presented as an 

approach that aims to manage diversity based on dialogue and interaction (COE 2013: 15).  

2.2.1 Cultural diversity & cultural hybridism 

Culture can have many meanings such as self-development, civility, arts and intellectual life 

but the meaning we are looking for is culture as a distinctive way of social life (Eagleton 

2000: 14-23; Bauman 2011: 3, 53). Social life encompassing attitudes, mentalities and values 

through practices and artefacts of symbolic and representative significance (Benhabib 2002: 

9, 26; Burke 2013: 66). This disposition defines cultural groups and their members externally 

but also internally through a sense of belonging, identity and rootedness (Eagleton 2000: 29; 

Burke 2013: 46). Nonetheless, as Said (1994: 25) states: “all cultures are involved in one 

another; none is single and pure, all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated, 

and unmonolithic”. Accordingly, they form through dialogue and interaction with each other 

(Benhabib 2002: 9). 

This meeting of cultures then is called diversity. According to Faist (2010: 300) diversity 

can be understood as socially constructed, perceived and evaluated differences by often 

culturally dominant social agents (Fraser & Honneth 2003: 14). It is often on the basis of 

defining an “other” that these differences as diversity are constructed while the culturally 

dominant define normality (Blommaert & Verschueren 2002: 15-16; Eagleton 2000: 29). 
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The differences or “heterogeneities” can include class, gender, sexual orientation, religion, 

ethnicity, age and health. Finally, diversity can be used as a descriptive and analytical 

concept or a normative one, as can be observed in the “diversity management” or “diversity 

as a resource”-discourse in the private and public sector (Faist 2010: 300-302). 

Cultural diversity describes the variety of groups distinguishable by values, traditions, 

customs, beliefs and practices based on languages, religions, kinship and ethnicities (Faist 

2010: 300; Eagleton: 29, 37; Burke 2013: 66). The interactions within cultural diverse 

societies can lead to cultural hybridism which consists in the fusion of different cultures in 

some areas like religion, philosophy, language, gastronomy, music and literature to name a 

few. Thus, new forms, practices and artefacts are created within a society out of previously 

separated ones (Young 2005: 4; Burke 2013: 73; García Canclini 2005: 25). Hybridism can 

arise out of processes of imitation, appropriation, accommodation and negotiation and met 

by acceptance, rejection, segregation or adaption (Burke 2013: 90-95; 123). Even though 

diversity and hybridism have been recurrent themes in human history, the extent of today’s 

migration and communication between different groups as well as a heightened world-wide 

rights-consciousness, have increased diversity, hybridism and its recognition greatly 

(Tierney 2007: 1-3; Faist 2010: 298; Burke 2013: 69).  

Considering this increased diversity, there have been different ways to think about 

accommodating and managing culturally diverse societies in a state framework. Three 

approaches will be presented here.  

2.2.2 Cultural-isms 

Cultural-isms define ways of managing cultural diversity. In this section I will introduce 

three of these cultural-isms that have been used in the 20th and now 21st century to design 

and implement policies that deal with cultural diversity in a given society. These three 

concepts are: cultural pluralism, multiculturalism and interculturalism (Barabas 2014: 2; 

Walsh 2009: 42). At the end of this section, the concept of Intercultural City will be presented 

as a context for the emergence of the LISMHM and similar policies around the world.  

2.2.2.1 Cultural Pluralism 
Pluralism denotes the holding of different beliefs and values by different people as well as 

the normative claim that such diversity is positive (Crowder 2007: 122). 

Cultural pluralism incorporates itself in this scenario as a concept that arose in the 1950s and 

1960s in social science studies to describe nascent cultural diversity (Giménez Romero 2003: 
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12). It can be defined as the de-facto and historical plurality of cultures that live in a nation-

state or another kind of territory (Barabas 2014: 2; Giménez Romero 2003: 15). This 

definition it is not tied to any kind of normativity and only used descriptively (Walsh 2009: 

44). Nonetheless, a normative definition includes respect for and recognition of cultural 

diversity. Local autonomy for historical communities within a nation-state to keep and 

develop their own ways of life are also components of cultural pluralism in other definitions 

(Barabas 2014: 4; Deveaux 2000: 491; Hodson 1999: 776). Cultural identity and 

membership in a cultural community are seen as valuable in and of themselves, and 

beneficial for (individual) human flourishing and well-being, providing a sense of belonging, 

self-esteem, self-knowledge as well as access to goods and opportunities and hence, need to 

be recognized and respected (Deveaux 2000: 482-484, 493; Hodson 1999: 776; Giménez 

Romero 2003: 16; Hoover 2003: 31-32).  

Today cultural pluralism is a widely used term, notably in relation to and in Latin America 

as pluriculturalismo (pluriculturalism) or pluriculturalidad (pluriculturality). The term 

refers to native populations as the basis for a state’s cultural pluralism because of their 

history-bound relation to these territories before modern nation-state-building. Cultural 

pluralism is also tied to the recognition of native populations’ rights to self-determination. It 

gained prominence with the advent of the indigenous rights movement in the 1960s and 

1970s on the American continent which advocated for ethnic, cultural and territorial rights. 

In this regard, cultural pluralism in Latin America recognizes this diversity, and promotes 

respect between cultures within the nation-state (Barabas 2014: 2-4). In the last three decades, 

cultural pluralism has been codified in various Latin American constitutions. Nicaragua 

codifies its ethnic plurality in 1987; Mexico declares its pluricultural composition based on 

the presence of indigenous peoples in 1992; Bolivia declares itself multiethnic and 

pluricultural in 1994 and Ecuador does so in 1998 (CEPAL 2000: 52; Sieder 2002: 4). A 

critique of pluriculturalism in the Latin American context centers around its exclusive focus 

on indigenous groups while excluding afro-latin groups and migrants (Walsh 2009: 47).  

2.2.2.2 Multiculturalism 
In North America in the 1970s, multiculturalism emerged as a theory and guideline for 

dealing with diversity and the diversity generated by migration. Notably, it emerged in a 

post-war climate marked by struggles for decolonization and civil and human rights for 

minorities (Wood & Gilbert 2005: 680; Higham 1993: 201; Neubert et al. 2013: 9; Kymlicka 

2010: 97-100). Multiculturalism does not only describe the coexistence of varied cultures 
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but is also a normative concept (Supper 1999: 47-49; Hernández 2007: 431-432). It values 

the existence of cultural groups in a society because they have a value in and of themselves, 

supply their members with “a moral and emotional home which is essential for their 

psychological stability” and enable collective action in the political sphere (Rex & Singh 

2003: 7; Gutmann 1994: 5). One of the leading theorists of multiculturalism, Will Kymlicka 

(1995: 10), describes it as a term covering “different forms of cultural pluralism” and “ways 

in which minorities become incorporated into political communities”, citing conquest, 

colonization and immigration as the main forms of incorporation. These occurrences shape 

the nature of cultural groups and their ways of relating to the society they live in.  

In his seminal work “Multicultural Citizenship” of 1995, he distinguishes two kinds of 

general patterns of cultural diversity: National minorities, i.e. indigenous peoples and 

regional groups who previously had been territory-bound, self-governing entities. These 

groups generally want to preserve their culture as distinct societies and demand rights to 

self-determination, group representation and self-government. These rights serve for the 

survival of their cultures as distinct societies (Crowder 2013: 50; Kymlicka 1995: 10). The 

incorporation of immigrant minorities, i.e. those with and without rights to citizenship as 

well as refugees, is the second pattern. Immigrant minorities usually demand recognition of 

their cultural identity and acceptance as full members of society but do not want to be 

considered a separate nation or society within the state (Kymlicka 1995: 11). Henceforth, 

they receive ethnic rights which assist their integration into the host society, e.g. anti-

discrimination legislation, educational aid and legal exemptions which support the right to 

cultural membership and identity (Crowder 2013: 50). Nonetheless, there are also minority 

religious groups that demand exemptions from certain laws or rules, and sui generis groups, 

i.e. groups that do not fit into any category e.g. Roma, Russian settlers or African Americans, 

that can be part of a society’s cultural diversity (Kymlicka & Norman 2000: 18-25).  

Multiculturalism and the political system of liberal democracy are often seen as linked since 

the (liberal) principles of mutual tolerance and equal respect and dignity are able to 

accommodate different ways of life within a society (Rockefeller 1994: 87; Crowder 2013: 

58; 41). Another feature of multiculturalism is the provision of compensations for 

undeserved disadvantages faced by minority groups because of historical discrimination. 

These compensations generally are allocations of state resources for specific aid programs 

and political recognition and representation to preserve their cultural ways of life (Benhabib 

2002: 1). Last but not least, minorities take part in the politics of recognition and claim so 
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called, cultural rights depending on their histories and needs to seek respect for their cultural 

ways of life (Taylor 1994: 25). These claims have been categorized by Kymlicka & Normann 

(2000: 25) based on Levey’s understanding of cultural rights (1997:) as:“(i) exemptions from 

laws that penalize or burden cultural practices; (ii) assistance to do things the majority (or 

otherwise privileged group) can do unassisted; (iii) self-government for national minorities 

and indigenous communities; (iv) external rules restricting nonmembers' liberty in order to 

protect members' culture; (v) internal rules for members' conduct that are enforced by 

ostracism and excommunication; (vi) incorporation and enforcement of traditional or 

religious legal codes within the dominant legal system; (vii) special representation of groups 

or their members within government institutions; and (viii) symbolic recognition of the 

worth, status, or existence of various groups within the larger state community”. 

Given this outlook on multiculturalism, we can see how it does offer normative components 

on how to manage culturally diverse societies.  

Critique of Multiculturalism 

Multiculturalism has been criticized in the 1990s and more so since the 2000s by academia, 

politics and the media alike (Meer & Modood 2013: 30; Gozdecka et al. 2014: 52). These 

criticism appeared after several years of multiculturalist policies but discussions on the 

design of these policies and understandings have taken place since its inception (Kymlicka 

2014: 1; Bloemraad & Wirght 2014: 295). The slow improvement of minorities’ living 

conditions in western societies as well as fears by majority groups that diversity is 

threatening their ways of life, have led to a discourse on “the failure of multiculturalism” 

and repudiation of this concept by different actors, from theoreticians of diversity to parts of 

the population in western societies (Cantle 2012: 38-39; Kymlicka 2010: 98-99; Lentin & 

Titley 2015: 125-126; Keval 2014: 126-127; Strasser 2014: 42). This section presents 

critiques by intercultural theorists and critiques within multiculturalist theory. 

Proponents of interculturalism critique multiculturalism which is related to the discourse on 

the “failure of multiculturalism” and thus suggests a change of tactics to interculturalism 

(James 2009: 15; Cantle 2012: 38). Intercultural scholars assert that multiculturalism is a 

descriptive term that does not offer nor a vision nor a solution for managing cultural diversity. 

Upholding mutual tolerance and neutrality leads to cultures living “merely” side by side. 

According to Bauman (2011: 59) neutral co-existence is not enough to ease tensions created 

or strengthened by cultural differences nor do they facilitate cultures to develop and flourish 
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through and gain from their coexistence. Further, multicultural policies emphasize 

differences between cultures, highlighting them in an often displaying manner (James 2009: 

5; Afridi 2012: 78). Another potential pitfall of this is extremist groups becoming 

“representative” in the public eye because of their “most clearly discernibly different identity” 

(Young 2005: 4; Anthias & Yuval-Davis 1993: 137). Like this, multicultural policies act 

superficially and encourage separation of communities into monolithic cultural groups and 

eventually low contact and dialogue (Bauman 2011: 92; Cantle 2012: 38; Brahm Levey 

2012: 219). Other areas neglected by multiculturalism according to Cantle (2012: 39-41) are 

dynamic and more varied identities influenced by globalizing processes such as social media 

and international travel (Nathan 2010: 27). Cantle also argues that multiculturalism does not 

take into account lacking cohesion, repudiation of multiculturalism and working class 

majority members sense of belonging when forging multicultural policies (Cantle 2014: 316-

317). The appointment of representatives of cultures have also tended to ignore differences 

in between groups (Afridi 2012: 80-81). 

Nonetheless, Kymlicka (2010: 99) argues that celebrations of cultural difference and the 

encouragement of cultural consumption may be a marker of “neoliberal multiculturalism” 

of the 1980s and 1990s (2015: 7) but all in all, multiculturalism tries to enact public policies 

that counter inequalities more than anything. They tackle “cultural recognition, economic 

redistribution and political participation” (Kymlicka 2010: 100). As such there is a 

distinctively normative component to multiculturalism concerning group rights enforceable 

through the state (Kymlicka 2012: 211-212).  

2.2.2.3 Interculturalism 
Interculturalism emerged during the 1900s in anthropological studies but did not gain 

prominence. In the 1970s in Latin American with the indigenous movement, interculturalism 

appeared in educational settings. However, in the 1990s and with the turn of the century 

interculturalism gained credence as reaction to multiculturalism in western countries 

(Sidekum 2006: 39; Bazán 2014: 15-16; Mateos Cortés 2010: 21).   

Interculturality is a descriptive term defined as interaction and dialogue between diverse 

groups who are in and of themselves heterogeneous (Hernández 2007: 434-435; Giménez 

Romero 2003: 6; Cortina 2014: 3). The concept of interculturalism takes this further: 

interactions and dialogue happen based on similarities and in equal conditions of mutual 

recognition between diverse groups while also creating new cultural forms, generating 

mutual respect and developing one’s own and collective capacities. It is a concept, a principle, 
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a practice, a continuous process, a project of coexistence and a means to manage cultural 

diversity (Afridi 2012: 78; Arnaiz 2008: 51; Bauman 2011: 68; Walsh 2009: 42-46; Maxwell 

et al. 2012: 432-433). It is a common project born out of continuous dialogue among cultural 

groups and individuals while also acknowledging a societal asymmetry, i.e. different 

practices and values are not seen as equal and operate in unequal conditions and thus, are 

embedded in this dialogical process. Further, a civic framework with values like individual 

rights, participation, “a common public language, openness to plurality, and intercultural 

dialogue” is promoted (Maxwell et al. 2012: 433-434). The concept is therefore used as way 

to understand how to deal with diversity in political practice (Kymlicka 2003: 8; Zapata 

Barrero 2013: 159).  

Intercultural policies are policies that first and foremost promote interaction, interpersonal 

relations and dialogue among diverse groups (Kymlicka & Banting 2006: 288; Meer & 

Modood 2012b: 181-183; Cantle 2012b: 47; Zapata-Barrero 2015: 1). Similarly, 

intercultural policies try to incorporate historically excluded groups into society and public 

policies; some iterations also see interculturalism as a means to ensure minority cultures’ 

survival (Barzán 2014: 16).  For dialogue to happen, intercultural policies tackle the 

individual level through education on competences, skills, knowledge and attitudes and the 

search for common ground (van Leeuwen 2010: 640; Zapata-Barrero 2015: 3; Kymlicka 

2003: 148).  

According to Zapata-Barrero, intercultural policies can be distinguished as acting reactively 

or pro-actively to diversity: The reactive approach encompasses the prevention and solution 

of social, cultural and economic induced stresses and conflicts through the building of a 

common public sphere and culture and knowing one’s rights and responsibilities, i.e. 

ensuring social cohesion (Cantle 2012b: 94). It also entails the preservation of national 

cultures and groups. The pro-active approach promotes creativity through mutual learning 

on common ground. It ensures equality of opportunity, is based on the development of 

cultural capabilities and tries to create and innovate (Zapata-Barrero: 2013: 22-28). Lastly, 

intercultural policies work mostly at the local and city level (Zapata-Barrero 2015: 1-6).  

Distinguishing Multiculturalism and Interculturalism 

Interculturalism and multiculturalism are cousin-terms since both deal with cultural diversity 

and consequently need to be distinguished:  
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Unlike multiculturalism and cultural pluralism which focus on a state’s relation to its cultural 

groups, interculturalism works at the interpersonal and the local level (Bouchard 2011: 44; 

Brahm Levey 2012: 218; Dietz 2009: 53). While multiculturalism supports the co-existence 

of cultural groups and the need for dialogue, in interculturalism dialogue between groups is 

a central aspect, encouraging interaction rather than coexistence (Maxwell et al. 2012: 432; 

Meer & Modood 2012: 31; Cantle 2012: 38; Hernández 2007: 436). In the processes of 

dialogue and interaction, interculturalist thought moreover sees conflicts as an inherent 

possibility that can arise out of cultural differences (Irwin 2004: 91; Jiang 2009: 389).  

In multicultural thought cultural groups are “essentialized”, whereas in interculturalism a 

culture’s and an individual’s dynamics and hybridity is taken as a basis for interaction 

(Cantle 2012: 38; Dietz 2009: 35-36; Irwin 2004: 91; Arnaiz 2008: 68; Cantle 2012b: 52). 

This is not to say that multiculturalists do not recognize flexibility and dynamics of cultures 

but policies are firstly aimed at integrating and valuing cultural diversity (Meer & Modood 

2012: 31; Kymlicka 2000: 14-15). Intercultural thought does share this aim but additionally 

tries to build a “common societal culture” through cooperation between all cultural groups 

(Maxwell et al. 2012: 432; Viaña et al. 2009: 7-8; Walsh 2003: 38). And like 

multiculturalism, interculturalism rests on the recognition of cultural groups and equal rights 

but it is not an end in and of itself. Rather it is the foundation on which it demands encounters, 

negotiations and dialogue (Bauman 2006: 92-94). 

While recognition and incorporation of diverse cultural groups is central to multiculturalism, 

these processes operate in an already existing structure (Castles 2010: 11; Vertovec 1996: 

58; Alexander 2013: 532-533). Some interculturalist iterations seek to alter structures, e.g. 

in the institutional realm or everyday living, through dialogue and interactions (Walsh 2009: 

45; Arnaiz 2008: 68-69). Relations and mentalities that reproduce inequalities in an open 

process can thus be changed (Essomboa i Galbert 2012: 54-57; Dietz 2009: 84-85; Jiang 

2011: 389). However, such encounters of persons, practices and cultures does not make 

social, economic, political and other inequities disappear but try to supplant societal power 

relations (Walsh 2009: 45-46). Multiculturalism on the other hand, seeks to level structural 

inequalities and remedy injustices through redistribution of state’s resources but does not or 

to a lesser extent engage in changing mentalities (Kymlicka & Banting 2006: 288).  

Of equal importance in this process of distinguishing these two concepts, is recognizing that 

there is no one version of multiculturalism and no one version of interculturalism. And that 
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policies might borrow from one another (Meer & Modood 2012b: 179). Although some 

essential core ideas remain for these concepts, regional differences and contexts as well as 

ideologies, alter their content accordingly as will be shown in the next section.  

Latin American interculturalism 

To elaborate the contextual nature of theoretical concepts, I will present how Anglo-

Saxon/European and Latin American interculturalism can be distinguished.  

In North America interculturalism was influenced by bicultural education in the United 

States and intercultural policies in Quebec in Canada; all originating in the 1970s (Maxwell 

et al. 2012: 489; Bazán 2014: 15; Keval 2014: 128). The European interculturalist discourse 

had been and is led by European political institutions and their own experiences in their cities 

(Essamboa i Gambert 2012: 69-70). The western versions of interculturalism often emerged 

because of increasing migration flows into Europe and English-speaking countries and 

specifically to dissuade discrimination through interaction and bridging socio-cultural gaps 

(Keval 2014: 129-130). Anglo and European interculturalism is focused on economic and 

social issues on the local and individual level such as policies that aim to generate 

community cohesion or foster diverse local environments for innovation under the banner of 

the “diversity advantage”, i.e. diversity is seen as an economic resource and public good 

(Zapata-Barrero 2013: 17). As Faist (2010: 302) argues interculturalism seeks to foster an 

individual’s capacity or “competence” to succeed in a globalized environment without 

considering structural disadvantages like race and class. It is of a de-politicized nature 

focusing on individualized experiences (Keval 2014: 129-130).  

The Latin American conception rests on Latin American society’s structures and histories 

which are already diverse, characterized by indigenous peoples and afro-descendant groups 

(Van Cott 2006: 271-273). The origin of Latin American interculturalism can be largely 

traced back to indigenous movements and intercultural education in the 1970s (Barzán 2014: 

13-14; Tubino 2005: 86). Latin American theorists emphasize interculturalism as a vision of 

mutual understanding, interaction and living together. However, the aim is to subvert power 

relations marked by class, race and culture that stem from colonial times. Another goal is to 

change mentalities and institutional aspects of a mono-cultural and homogenizing state; 

indicating that Latin American interculturalism is influenced by postcolonial thought. This 

indicates that intercultural policies seek ways to make knowledge, everyday living and the 

relation towards the environment, intercultural (Tubino 2005: 84; Walsh 2009: 42).   
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The imperative of mixing or mestizaje has been a long-standing discourse in Latin America 

that tried to erase cultural difference and homogenize Latin American societies, most notably 

ignoring the afro-descendant presence and indigenous diversity. This is why interculturalism 

also focuses on supplanting and questioning colonial structures and does not seek the erasure 

of cultural difference; it seeks “pluri-versality” instead of “uni-versality” (Walsh 2009: 42-

46; Barzán 2014: 15; Restrepo & Rojas 2010: 171).  

Regarding public policies, the intercultural discourse can pursue other aims that are 

embedded in a neoliberal context; neither consistent with most of European or Anglo 

interculturalism. In this case, interculturalist policies might be enacted to dissuade from more 

distributionist policies, i.e. they do not seek to lessen unequal economic and political 

relations but give a set of minimal rights or reforms. Nonetheless, they then can be used by 

civil society members and groups to negotiate and propose more transformations (Van Cott 

2006: 284-285). According to Tubino (2005: 85) “state-interculturalism” is more of a 

discourse that loses its critical character and stops short of putting the concept into practice. 

Top-down and bottom-up interculturalist informed policies and thought can be distinguished. 

Top-down interculturalism derives from state intervention, academic advice, international 

institutions and non-indigenous NGOs, whereas bottom-up interculturalism is strongly 

influenced by indigenous communities, movements and international as well as national civil 

society organizations with similar interests in transforming existing institutional, economic 

and everyday structures. The top-down approach is more inclined to integrate diverse groups 

into the existing structures, whereas the bottom-up approach tries to reify cultural identities 

and negotiate change (Barzán 2014: 15-16). 

Critique of Interculturalism 

Critics of interculturalism indicate that its localism and individualism is its weakness. 

Structural socio-economic factors like income or social factors like discrimination, that are 

institutionalized, are not accounted for and might be better served with national policies 

interested in political justice (Keval 2014: 130-131; Kymlicka 2013: 166). On the individual 

level, intercultural competence is useful for living in a multicultural society. Nonetheless, 

the implementation of policies on the local level for tackling wider societal problems might 

not be effective (Kymlicka 2003: 152-153, 166). One reason being the negative relationship 

between economic inequality and its negative effect on mutuality and solidarity in societies 

(Bannister & Kearns 2012: 2703-2704). Similarly, social tensions and economic inequality 
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are not solely caused by cultural differences. In this way, interculturalism is over-

culturalizing and de-politicizing issues (Keval 2014: 130). Consequently, the prevention of 

conflicts, the betterment of living situations and the creation or strengthening of social 

cohesion does not rest on intercultural interaction and dialogue alone but also on socio-

economic factors (Zapata-Barrero 2013: 22; García Canclini 2004: 115-116).   

The fostering of mutual understanding through interaction is considered problematic, as well. 

Cities are characterized by attitudes of tolerance for difference and limited understanding. 

Hence, interculturalism might be difficult to enact in an urban setting (Kymlicka 2003: 166; 

Bannister & Kearns 2012: 2701-2706). An intercultural dialogue happens in a context of 

unequal power relations, even if it is not intended and hence, generate conflict and tensions. 

Still, interculturalists accept conflicts as essential for dialogue (Carrillo Trueba 2006: 119).  

Interculturalists also assert that new cultural forms and goods could be one possible outcome 

of intercultural practice (Wood & Landry 2008: 219-221; Zapata-Barrero 2015: 6). Further, 

some conceptualizations of interculturalism emphasize innovation and diversity as economic 

advantages and necessities for keeping cities competitive; other conceptualizations give 

priority to the fostering of mutual understanding, and living together as transformative levy 

for a society with less prejudices and inequities. The focus on economic growth and urban 

competition however, might “de-class” and “de-race” intercultural analysis so that concerns 

of social and cultural justice are overturned (Keval 2014: 126; Bodirsky 2012: 14). 

In light of these criticisms, Kymlicka (2003: 148) argues that interculturalism is valuable on 

a local level as “intercultural citizenship” in conjunction with multiculturalism on a national 

level. Meer & Modood (2012: 33; 2012b: 192) likewise state that interculturalism is not an 

alternative but an ally to multiculturalism since it does not conceptually surpass 

multiculturalism. Brahm Levey (2012: 217) argues that “the two terms are so discursively 

fluid” as to make any clear distinction between them. Even so, interculturalism tries to 

supplant multiculturalism in the wake of the repudiation of multicultural policies. 

Ultimately, collective rights that try to lessen inequities are favored by multiculturalists, 

whereas interculturalists try to engage with the same issues of inequities but also social 

tensions on the local and individual level. Keeping this in mind, I will now present the 

concept of the intercultural city which is the application of interculturalism on a city scale. 
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2.2.3 The Intercultural City 

The implementation of the intercultural concept in the city is pertinent since cities are 

important for the dynamics of migration and cultural diversity (Vertovec 2015: 1-2; 

Sandercock 2004: 134-135). What, then, is the intercultural city? 

The research on interculturalism and intercultural policies in the city emerged in the last 

decade. Most notably in 2004 the British research network Comedia directed a program 

called “The Intercultural City” (Comedia.org: n.y.). The research shed a light on the 

relationship between cultural diversity, innovation and entrepreneurship, how intercultural 

dialogue is beneficial for creativity, and how to maximize economic benefits with the aim 

of boosting economic growth in cities. The book which serves as methodological and 

conceptual basis for the European Intercultural Cities program “The Intercultural City: 

Planning for Diversity Advantage” by Phil Wood & Charles Landry, was published in 2008 

(Council of Europe: n.y.). The “diversity advantage” is a common term in intercultural city 

literature that defines the economic advantage arising out of diverse environments, not only 

culturally diverse but on every other measure diverse. Innovations that develop through 

intercultural interaction based on common capabilities of people of different backgrounds, 

could be one form of cultural hybridism that could add value and economic gain to a city 

(Wood & Landry 2008: 219-222; Zapata-Barrero 2015: 10-11). 

Wood & Landry defined the intercultural city as a culturally diverse city with a governing 

framework which allows for interaction, dialogue and creation in the society one lives; it is 

about advancing civic values and engagement, learning about others, as well as mutual 

respect about differences. The intercultural city emphasizes decentralization of power and 

participation on a local level (Wood & Landry 2008: 8-9). The Council of Europe & the 

European Commission (n.y.: 3) stress that a city “adapts its governance, institutions and 

services to the needs of a diverse population” and “has a strategy and tools to deal with 

diversity and cultural conflict. It encourages greater mixing and interaction between diverse 

groups in public space.”  

However, interculturalism in the city needs concrete policies to be implemented.  

Intercultural Policies 

Intercultural policies are strategies for the accommodation of diversity, the fostering of a 

culture of diversity, personal development and social cohesion (Zapata-Barrero 2013b: 46). 

They should provide an institutional framework that promotes interculturality, the right to 
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difference, and an active citizenship through agonistic politics, i.e. those shaped by dialogue 

between two differing perspectives; the right to recognition and a sense of belonging 

(Baumann 2011: 103; Mouffe 2013). Attitudes, competences, dialogues and activities that 

lead to cross-cultural conviviality and interaction should be supported and fostered just like 

community and identity-based organizations and programs. Key actors of intercultural urban 

policies, e.g. planners, public servants and politicians should further be culturally sensitive 

(Wood & Landry 2008: 62-65, 281; Sandercock 2004: 139-140; Sandercock 2003: 320-323).  

Wood & Landry (2008: 32-326) have elaborated “Ten Steps to an Intercultural City Policy” 

as concrete policy actions, for example: The city officially adopts the intercultural approach 

through a symbolic event; it reviews the functions and services of the city through an 

intercultural lens; policy makers explore best practices of other places; invest in language 

training for the majority language while others should be encouraged to learn minority 

languages, “establish a city international relations office” to link with partner cities and 

places of origin and “establish an intercultural observatory” to monitor, evaluate, and 

research information and data as well as develop indicators. 

Based on these studies and the discussion propped up by the book “The Intercultural City”, 

(Wood & Landry 2008: 327) the European Commission developed a program of the same 

name which encompasses over hundred cities across Europe, one in Canada (Montreal) and 

one in Mexico (Mexico City). All participating or affiliated cities are encouraged to evaluate 

their intercultural policies, exchange knowledge and seek best-practices among each other. 

The intercultural cities program is based on the principle of a shared vision across borders 

and across different stakeholders from civil society to institutions. Interculturalism in this 

context values diversity, interaction, hybridization, addressing cultural conflict through 

dialogue and seeking the “transformation of public space, institutions and civic culture” 

(Cantle 2012b: 155-156; Wood et al. 2006: 13). For the measurement of the success, 

weaknesses and progress of intercultural policies, an index has been elaborated for 

successful cultural policies (Council of Europe & European Commission n.y.: 1-24; Wood 

& Landry 2008: 293-304).  

As we have seen, interculturalism in itself can be understood similarly in its core concepts 

of interaction and dialogue but can differ in its means and goals. Very few studies about 

intercultural approaches in other cities outside of Europe exist (Cantle 2012b: 156). A study 

on the implementation of the intercultural city concept in Auckland finds that although it 
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incorporates local particularities into its policies, it also works within the discourse of the 

competitive city which is focused on the diversity-advantage and focuses foremost on 

entrepreneurialism at the cost of rising inequality in the city (Collins & Friesen 2010: 2;13-

16). In the case of Canada, one study examined urban interculturalism in Winnipeg with a 

focus on indigenous and other civil society organizations and how they affect cross-cultural 

understanding and relationships among newcomers and indigenous peoples. Thereby, 

looking through a postcolonial lens at the relationship of indigenous and migrant groups in 

a settler state, sharing similar colonial histories and socio-economic challenges. Here, 

interaction is seen as a means to create intercultural citizenship to transform former colonial 

relations (Gyepi-Garbrah et al. 2014: 1807-1809). In another Canadian study in Quebec, the 

work of community organizations as providers of reception and integration services for 

immigrants were analyzed as urban intercultural practices e.g. by providing “settlement 

information, formation, employment support, intercultural mentoring, family-oriented and 

individualised activities” as well as helping to translate “societal norms, conventions and 

expectations related to health, education”...etc. Although these organizations strengthen 

interculturality, they have been marginalized by the local government by being ignored and 

not recognized as partners in integration (Gilbert et al. 2013: 21-23).  

Intercultural cities don’t follow one approach and are not bound by state or communal 

policies only. In this vein, Mexico City has also its own version of the Intercultural City that 

eventually incorporates regional issues and concepts.  

 

2.3 Interim conclusion 

In this section the research questions will be connected to the theoretical framework. The 

research question guiding this project is:  To what extent is it possible for decision-makers 

and key actors to implement interculturalism in Mexico City? 

To answer this question the understandings of interculturalism by different key actors and 

decision-makers as well as their influence on implementation, understood as policies, 

programs, services and practice, will be analyzed. Key actors and decision-makers, i.e. 

people working in fields related to intercultural policies like municipal institutions, civil 

society organizations and academic institutions. The translation of theoretical concepts into 

policy is partly guided by these actors’ interpretations. These interpretations and translations 

may be different or even contradictory between key actors and decision-makers. Potentially 
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different interpretations of interculturalism can complicate cooperation between different 

actors and weaken the implementation process (Spillane et al. 2002: 390).  

The following sub-questions elaborate on the guiding research question:  

How do key actors and decision-makers understand interculturalism? Do the key actors’ and 

decision-makers’ understandings of interculturalism reflect the theory on interculturalism?  

Do the key actors’ and decision-makers’ understandings of interculturalism correspond with 

each other or can differences be observed? What kind of differences or similarities can be 

observed?  

Is the practice of key actors and decision-makers in line with the theoretical concept of 

interculturalism?  

The theoretical framework laid out in the previous chapter serves to identify factors that can 

be used to assess whether interculturalist theory is being translated into practice as intended 

by the law of interculturality. Through the review of theoretical conceptions of 

interculturalism and the disclosure of differences between theory and practice, the 

importance of theory in practice is highlighted.   

Interculturalism is defined as the interaction, dialogue and conviviality between varied 

cultural groups based on similarities, sometimes resulting in hybridization (Afridi 2012: 78; 

Arnaiz 2008: 51; Maxwell et al. 2012: 432-433; Gudikova 2014: 6). Some 

conceptualizations of interculturalism aim at transforming societal and institutional 

frameworks in order to overcome prejudice and discrimination and further social equity 

(Walsh 2009: 42). Other conceptualizations intend to strengthen social cohesion, prevent 

and resolve conflicts between culturally diverse groups, build one’s own cultural capacities 

and use cultural diversity for the sake of a city’s economic development (Cantle 2012b: 94; 

Zapata-Barrero 2013: 22-28). But how is interculturalism understood by key actors and 

decision-makers? What aspects are emphasized and which ones are understated or missed?  

These questions relate to the practice of interculturalism in a city. The intercultural city is a 

culturally diverse city defined by an official policy of interculturalism and the support of 

intercultural values and participation throughout society, the institutions and the private 

sector. This official proposition of intercultural policies is based on mutual respect of 

differences and supports the mixing of cultures (Wood & Landry 2008: 8-9; The Council of 

Europe & the European Commission n.y.: 3). Thus, intercultural policies accommodate and 
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strengthen diversity and social cohesion (Zapata-Barrero 2013b: 46). They provide an 

institutional framework that supports attitudes, competences, dialogues and activities that 

lead to intercultural conviviality on all levels of society and the institutions (Baumann 2011: 

103; Mouffe 2013; Wood & Landry 2008: 62-65, 281; Sandercock 2004: 139-140).  

These are largely the goals put forwards by European conceptualizations of the intercultural 

city. Mexico City, being the only city in Latin America to officially legislate interculturalism, 

incorporates additional features into the LIAMHM such as the right to migration, the right 

to the city and the hospitable city but also incorporates social cohesion and interaction into 

its definition. Whether this is being implemented or whether what is practiced is in line with 

this understanding or another understanding of interculturalism and whether and how these 

differ from actor to actor, representing different groups invested or associated with urban 

interculturalist practices, is needed to comprehend interculturalism in Mexico City.  

The distinction made between cultural pluralism, multiculturalism and interculturalism, 

shows how these different ways of accommodating cultural diversity in society overlap, 

differ, develop themselves over time and sometimes as reactions towards one another and 

how they can be laden with different meanings depending on their historical and 

geographical context. These contexts of development affect the way policies are designed 

and implemented. If we investigate the understandings of interculturalism and their possible 

differences from actor to actor, knowledge about the development and relatedness of such 

concepts is crucial. Not less because, they still operate and have developed as reactions 

towards certain situations and not less, because they can and do overlap in certain areas. 

With this theoretical framework as foundation the question about the extent for decision-

makers and key actors to implement interculturalism in a culturally diverse city, can be 

analyzed.  

3 Methodology 

 

The first part of this chapter presents the reasons for choosing this case and the sampling 

method used; the second part presents the method used for gaining empirical data, while the 

third part introduces the method used for evaluation.  

This study uses qualitative methodology to study the intercultural city in Mexico. Only a 

few options and angles to study the intercultural city in Mexico City have been considered. 

Qualitatively, the INEDIM interviewed foreign-born persons in Mexico City to understand 
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their experience and the GENDES-study did the same for the staff of several public 

municipal institutions to assess their attitudes towards the provision of services to migrants 

(INEDIM 2012; GENDES 2013). In this particular study, the focus is on key actors and 

decision-makers working in fields related to intercultural policies, to investigate the 

influence one’s understanding of interculturalism has on its implementation. Similarly, a 

study about multicultural and intercultural education analyzed the way understandings of 

multiculturalism influenced educational institutions’ practices. Although multiculturalism 

was promoted, this did not translate to similar multicultural practices (Gorski 2008: 517; 

Gorski 2006: 163). Instead different interpretations, highlighting some and muting other 

factors, may hinder the implementation of such theoretical frameworks. This relation 

between theory and practice is what will be uncovered through qualitative research. 

 

3.1 Case selection & sampling 

The reason for limiting the research to Mexico City was the LIAMHM’s reach. Furthermore, 

Mexico City is the only city on the American continent where interculturalism has been 

legislated. As such, it is an ideal place to study the influence of theory on practice because a 

legislation is not only a symbolic recognition but also an institutionalized promotion of 

policies and practices; in this case intercultural policies and practices (Baier et al. 1986: 198; 

Smith 1973: 203; Spillane 2002: 421).  

3.1.1 Selection of Interviewees 

This study interviewed key actors and decision-makers in the institution responsible for 

intercultural policy design and implementation: the SEDEREC, civil society organizations, 

other institutions involved in intercultural policies, researchers and others (Appendix A). 

Those representing and working in such entities have “direct knowledge of or experiences 

with something”, in this case interculturalism (Bloemraad 2012: 513). Key actors are also 

more conscious of group matters and have the ability to influence or to promote certain 

knowledge, practices and norms in their societies (Sánchez-Ayala 2012: 132; 128). 

The interviews were conducted in Spanish and all interviews were gathered in Mexico City 

in a period from May 2016 until July 2016. All in all, 25 interviews were conducted 

(Appendix A). The interviewees’ names were substituted with code letters and numbers to 

guarantee their anonymity. They were named I1, 12 and so on, while I indicates institutional 

actors; others were named C1, C2 and so on and indicated civil society actors; lastly others 
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were named O1, O2 and so on, indicating actors in academia and communication. All the 

institutions’ and organizations’ names were translated into English.  

The reason for choosing institutional actors is their proximity to policy generation and 

implementation processes. Here nine governmental institutions were interviewed, while one 

interview was with a former SEDEREC leading employee and three were conducted with 

semi-governmental institutions with a stronger link to civil society. All institutions were 

chosen because of their involvement either in intercultural policies like the SEDEREC or 

cultural diversity like the COPRED or for their focus on indigenous peoples like the INALI. 

Of all the nine intuitions six tackled indigenous peoples’ issues.  

Further, 14 organizations were interviewed. The reason for choosing civil society 

organizations was there proximity to target groups as well as their probable collaboration 

with governmental institutions for intercultural actions. Nine of those organizations work for 

migrant groups in various degrees. Some work in the support of transit migrants like 

CAFEMIN, return migrants like ICPCD, refugees like Casa Refugiados or take a holistic 

approach like Sin Fronteras. The remaining four interviews were conducted with 

organizations tackling other issues related to diversity, like GENDES which is focused on 

gender relations or Casa Hankili Africa which works more with afro-Mexicans. However, 

all of those organizations worked with SEDEREC at one point or another.   

One entity, PUIC which is a university program for cultural diversity and intercultural 

studies, while another entity, Radio Raíces, is a radio station which although it is funded by 

SEDEREC, has a communicative function unlike other entities interviewed. Summing up, 

14 civil society organizations, 9 institutions, one academic institution and one radio station 

were interviewed. While 9 organizations focused on migrant issues, 7 entities on diversity 

in general and 9 that were mostly specialized on indigenous issues. All in all, every 

interviewee had coordinating, directing or research functions. 

3.1.2 Sampling method 

The sample method used was non-probability-sampling, involving purposeful and snowball 

sampling. In purposeful sampling the selection of subjects depends on the aims of the 

research with knowledge of the sample group. In snowball sampling a lack of information 

on the location of the sample group, prompts the questioning of interviewees for information 

on other potential interviewees (Sánchez-Ayala 2012: 129, Kaiser 2014: 71; Honer 1994: 

626). The access to the field was opened up by researching the SEDEREC’s own 
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publications for organizations or institutions that had worked with the SEDEREC as an 

institutional actor on issues of interculturality. First exploratory field work, i.e. brief contact 

with potential interviewees to inform them about the researcher’s intent, was made in 2015. 

From here on, other contacts where suggested by potential interviewees because of their 

involvement in intercultural practices or policies. Besides, direct personal communication 

with potential interviewees, contact via e-mail, social networks or telephone was established.  

In practice, all contacts have been either reached by e-mails or direct visitations of their 

places of work with the same aim. Most interviews were granted within a week or two. The 

e-mailed request formats contained information about the researcher’s own status as former 

exchange student, the need to request an interview for the researcher’s thesis, the title of the 

research work, the reason for choosing this interviewee, the duration of the interview, its aim 

and a rough outline of the interview’s content revolving around cultural diversity, 

perceptions and intercultural policies (Appendix B). Finally, it was guaranteed that the 

information shared and recorded would be treated confidentially (Kaiser 2014: 78).  

As a qualitative study the number of interviewees was limited by theoretical saturation but 

also by resources and time. This can be justified since qualitative research is focused on in-

depth knowledge of a process leading to a particular outcome; in this case the process of 

knowledge formation and understanding on interculturality leading to intercultural policies 

and practices (Bloemraad 2012: 511).  

 

3.2 Survey instrument 

This study uses expert interviews where interviewees are seen as sources of information on 

political processes, strategies, instruments and effectiveness in a case-study format. An 

expert is someone who is responsible for the development, implementation or control of a 

solution to a problem or someone who has access to information about groups or decision 

making processes or someone who can assess certain situations, positions or events. The 

information gathered through these type of interviews, is exclusive to these experts. Expert-

interviews can encompass operational knowledge about organizational processes and 

routines, technical knowledge on a specific topic or laws, contextual knowledge about the 

institutional and socio-economic framework of the development or implementation of 

political programs, and analytical knowledge about the subjective perception and opinions 

of experts on certain issues like ideas, ideologies, rules and beliefs (Kaiser 2014: 2-6; 38; 

Van Audenhove 2007: 8). For this investigative work, contextual knowledge about the 
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implementation of intercultural policies and programs and analytical knowledge on 

interculturality, the intercultural city and intercultural policies in Mexico City were surveyed.  

The use of interviews as research method is recommended for generating ideas and 

eventually theories as well as to trace a process and to gain a better understanding of the 

meaning of certain words and concepts, among other things. In this case, the relationship 

between theory and practice as well as its contextual embeddedness will be considered. 

These expert-interviews are semi-structured, i.e. respondents were led into a conversation 

with a list of guiding questions which served to pursue specific topics. Such semi-structured 

interviews aim at generating specific information on a certain event or phenomenon which 

cannot be found anywhere else (Bloemraad 2012: 513; Sánchez-Ayala 2012: 123-124; 

Kaiser 2014: 5; 31).  

The development of the interview guideline relied in part on already researched theory but 

also on explorative interviews done beforehand with potential interviewees. Thus, the 

interview guideline was structured around six thematic areas concerning interculturalism and 

related concepts. The interview contained open-ended questions to elicit opinions and 

understandings about specific topics (Sánchez-Ayala 2012: 124; Bloemraad 2012: 515). The 

researcher adapted the guideline to the actor group, i.e. institutions, organizations and the 

SEDEREC. The interview guideline covered the following thematic areas: general 

information about the interviewee’s position and organization or institution; cultural 

diversity as a general concept; understanding of interculturality and the intercultural city; 

implementation of the LIAMHM; practices of the institution or organization; [represented 

or supported groups] and suggestions, obstacles and strengths of intercultural policies and 

interculturality in Mexico (Appendix E&F).  

All interviews were recorded through a digital audio recorder, had an average duration of 

one hour and were carried out at each interviewee’s workplace.  Interviews with SEDEREC 

where generally shorter because of their time disposition. Qualitative studies involving 

recorded conversations, require the consideration of ethical standards. For this, written issues 

of informed consent and anonymity as well as sheets with general information on the 

handling of the recordings had been sent to them and physical copies had been issued and 

signed by the interviewer participants, as well (Appendix C&D). Before recording an 

interview, oral information about the study and the interview’s content had been outlined 

(Paltridge & Starfield 2007: 126; 171). The recorded interviews were also transcribed 
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without gap filling sounds, change of cadence or tone as only the spoken information was 

analyzed. Lastly, all examples used in this study were translated from Spanish to English.   

 

3.3 Evaluation method 

Grounded Theory was used for the evaluation and analysis of the transcribed recordings. It 

was developed in 1967 by Glaser & Strauss and seeks to generate and discover theories 

through the gathering and systemical assessment of data based on subjective experiences 

about processes or to extract themes that have not been mentioned in existing literature on 

the studied topic. It comprises a systematic way to collect the data as well as to code it. 

Coding involves the evaluation of the gathered interview material and the generation of 

categories. Categories are the “most recurrent themes and concepts mentioned and/or 

discussed by the interviewees” (Sánchez-Ayala 2012: 132-133; Oxford 2012: 416; Suddaby 

2006: 635). Another feature of this qualitative method is the ability to perform data collection 

and analysis at the same time, thus opening the possibility to refine the research question 

and the survey instrument during the process. This is called constant comparison (Oxford 

2012: 417). Theoretical sampling implies that the theory that is being constructed over time 

influences the data gathering process and aids in the elaboration and refinement of categories 

(Suddaby 2006: 634; Charmaz 2006: 96).  

The actors’ understanding of interculturality and its implementation are the subjective 

experiences that need to be analyzed. The gathering of data influenced on the interview 

guidelines and the selection of interviewees. In the interview guidelines a question about the 

causes of problems in intercultural policies was added since several interviewees pointed out 

negative experiences. Further, one interviewee asked for his ethnical background to be 

included as information and thus, the question about whether one identifies themselves with 

a vulnerable group was incorporated into the guidelines, as well.  

For the data gathering process the following steps were taken that were constantly influenced 

by one another and guided by the research question and the LIAMHM as the institutional 

anchor of interculutral policies in Mexico City which should be considered the first step of 

gathering data (fig.3): 
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Fig. 3: Underlying theoretical sampling process for data collection and coding refinement. 

During this process of constant retroalimentation and data gathering, interviews were 

conducted, transcribed and memos (i.e. field notes and theoretical notes) taken, so as to 

achieve theoretical saturation wich means that no new properties emerged for the coding 

process on interculturality or intercultural policies. Still, pragmatical reasons of time and 

resource constraints were also considered (Charmaz 2006: 96; Mey & Mruck 2011: 26).  

The data analysis was done through coding and started by generating categories through 

open coding which serves as an initial building structure. This was done through analyzing 

field notes out of the existing data and out of existing theories that had been researched 

before and through the use of questions to the text (Böhm 2004: 271; Corbin & Strauss 1990: 

11-13). The next step of axial coding involved systematizing the data using Strauss & 

Corbin’s coding paradigm. The coding paradigm is a coding form that helps to “explain 

relationships between categories that relate to partial aspects of social action” (Böhm 2004: 

272; Heath & Cowley 2004: 146; Charmaz 2006: 61). Thus, the interview data was 

structured into conditions or situations or circumstances that cause a phenomenon, contexts 

that impede or promote possibilities for a phenomenon, strategies that entail actions and 

interactions with a goal in relation to this phenomenon and consequences or changes caused 

by these actions and interactions. All these categories are related to phenomena at which the 

strategies are directed; here it could be the implementation of intercultural policies in the 
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city (Böhm 2004: 272; Brüsemeister 2008: 55;  Charmaz 2006: 61-63; Corbin & Strauss 

1990: 13-18; Corbin & Strauss 2008: 230-231).  

Finally, selective coding is applied to finally select a core category that is the studied 

phenomenon which reveals patterns, and relationships towards other categories (Pandit 

1996: 5-6; Böhm 2004: 272-274). The abstractions that are generated through coding make 

can be applied to certain phenomena under certain conditions but also possibly under similar 

conditions (Corbin & Strauss 1990: 14-15).  

Summing up, (fig.4): The first steps were the literature review and exploratory field work. 

The next interrelated steps were sampling (seeking interviews), data collection (interviews), 

open coding, memoing (i.e. field notes, code notes & theoretical notes) until theoretical 

saturation was reached. Lastly, axial coding was used to further structure the interview data 

and selective coding to generate a theory or extract information not found in literature before. 

Because of geographical and time constraints no further data collection or sampling could 

be sought out during the coding process which is a possibility in Grounded Theory.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the next chapter the results of this coding porcess will be presented.   
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Fig. 4: Grounded Theory process (based on Rodon & Pastor 2007; Böhm 2004). 
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4 Results 

 

This chapter presents the results using Grounded Theory to elaborate on the research 

question “To what extent is it possible for decision-makers and key actors to implement 

interculturalism in Mexico City?” by focusing on the actors’ understanding of 

interculturality. These actors, i.e. decision-makers and key actors, were interviewed in their 

function as representatives of organizations or institutions related to the implementation of 

intercultural policies and practices in Mexico City. 25 interviewees, nine from governmental 

institutions, 14 from civil society, one from academia and one from the communications 

field, have been included. Since this study uses Grounded Theory, the first section will 

present the initial findings of the open coding process, then the axial coding results and 

finally, the selective coding results relating them to the research questions. 

 

4.1 Open Coding 

The results as shown in tab. 1 & tab. 2 demonstrate the initial building blocks of this analysis 

which were created analyzing field notes taken throughout the interview process. The tables 

are divided into major categories and associated concepts. The major categories integrate the 

concepts into a common theme. Table 1 presents the associated concepts for civil society & 

other actors (academia and communication), while tab. 2 displays the institutional side. 

There are eight major categories: interculturality refers to aspects mentioned for 

interculturality; law of interculturality refers to perceptions of the LIAMHM’s effects and 

content; SEDEREC refers to the perception of this institution’s work; policy implementation 

refers to intercultural policies and practices; Mexico’s context relates to underlying social or 

political contexts; Mexico City’s contexts refers to the same circumstance for the capital; 

civil society’s/institutional approaches relates to the underlying approaches used by these 

actors for their practices and work which is described by the last category.  
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Tab. 1: Major categories and concepts related to interculturality in Mexico City for civil society actors.  

Major categories Associated concepts 

Interculturality conviviality, recognition, peace, understanding, symmetrical 

relations, dialogue, commonalities, rights, equity, mutual 

learning, transformation 

Law of interculturality human rights approach, first of its kind, advancement, knowledge, 

misunderstanding, migrations/human mobility  

SEDEREC assistentialism, paternalism, discontinuity, broadness, resources, 

collaboration, visibility 

Policy implementation bureaucratic competence (political will, knowledge, conscience), 

transversality, conflicts of interest, assistentialism, infrastructure, 

policy details, discontinuity, resources, collaboration 

Mexico’s context inequality, hierarchies, discrimination (xenophobia, classism), 

political interests, structural violence, climate of violence 

Mexico city’s context vanguard, openness, tolerance, diverse, pluriculturality, absence 

of conflicts, collapse of infrastructure, new constitution 

Civil society’s approaches human rights, hospitality, culture of peace, social justice, 

indigenous rights, decolonization, feminism & gender 

Civil society’s practices networks, training, visibility, communication, empowerment 

 

For interculturality the most emphasized aspects were conviviality understood as living 

together and interaction and the recognition of cultural groups. Other aspects of 

interculturality highlight the conditions (understanding, dialogue, guarantee of rights, 

equity) and consequences (peace, transformation) of symmetrical relations between different 

cultures. The LIAMHM was regarded as an advancement for its human rights approach and 

being the first law of its kind in matters of migration in Mexico. However, the LIAMHM 

seems not to be known by public servants or is misunderstood. The SEDEREC was classified 

as being assistentialist and paternalistic. Assistentialism denoting a policy of “financial or 

social assistance” to persons in situations of poverty which is a critiqued practice for its lack 

of combatting the underlying economic inequality and leaving beneficiaries passive (Freire 

2005: 120; 12-13). Paternalism standing for a top-down approach of implementing policies 

based on the belief of backwardness of other groups by the majority culture (Guarneros Meza 

2009: 468; Yrigoyen 2002: 163; Stavenhagen 2013: 27). A lack of resources in the 

SEDEREC and a lack of collaboration with civil society was also noted. For policy 

implementation, the most noted concept was related to bureaucratic or the public servant’s 

competences. Policy implementation is thus hindered by a lack of political will, knowledge 

and conscience. The lacking transversality of institutions is another obstacle, i.e. the absence 

of an intercultural strand in every public institution. 
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The social and political context in Mexico is seen as an important factor for the 

implementation of intercultural policies. Economic inequality and hierarchical political 

tendencies are perceived as obstacles for symmetrical relations between cultures. On the 

city-level Mexico City is regarded as a diverse and tolerant city with progressive politics. 

The new constitution that is under way in 2016, is seen as a crossroads for advancing or 

reversing intercultural efforts. Lastly, civil society organizations seem to be informed by a 

human rights approach when they advocate for migrant rights. The angle of promoting a 

culture of peace and social justice is also present. In indigenous spaces, indigenous rights 

and communality are the underlying approaches for their work. The practices that 

organizations engage in range from collaborating with other organizations, to training public 

servants in their respective field and doing visibility work through events and workshops.  

Tab. 2: Major categories and concepts related to interculturality in Mexico City for institutional actors. 

Major categories Associated concepts 

Interculturality conviviality, respect, recognition, utopia, symmetrical relations, 

dialogue, rights, public policy, model  

Law of interculturality positive, sensibilization, good will, promotion 

SEDEREC misconceptions, knowledge, project funding, collaboration, 

folklorism, paternalism, clientelism 

Policy implementation discourse, clientelism, paternalism, indigenism, assistentialism, 

short-term, discrimination 

Mexico’s context inequality, hierarchies, discrimination (xenophobia, classism), 

denial, structural violence, colonial heritage, homogenizing state, 

climate of violence 

Mexico city’s context indigenous capital, vanguard, openness, tolerance, diverse, 

pluriculturality, multicultural, new constitution 

Institutional approaches human rights, culture of peace, cultural rights, rights of ethnic 

groups 

Institutional practices training, visibility, participation, research, networks 

 

Institutional actors refer to conviviality and respect as aspects of interculturality which is 

understood as a utopia or a concept for public policy. The LIAMHM is regarded for its novel 

legal framework and its sensibilization of institutions on issues of cultural diversity. The 

SEDEREC is scrutinized for its folkloristic understanding of culture i.e. the imitation or 

expressions of culture outside the local and traditional context e.g. in the form of events and 

display of traditional crafts for commercial interests (Eriksen & Selberg 2014: 1285-1286). 

The implementation of intercultural policies is seen as a discourse. Clientelist, paternalist, 

indigenist and assistentialist attitudes are negatively noted. Clientelism describes a system 
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of hierarchical relations between actors where an asymmetric exchange of resources takes 

place and loyalty or support for the governing party of a location is secured (De la Peña 

2002: 130; Roniger 1987: 314; Guarneros-Meza 2009: 468). While Inidgenism denotes a 

Mexican government policy since the 1920s of developing programs to pull the indigenous 

population out of poverty, whilst intending to assimilate indigenous peoples into the majority 

mestizo population since their cultures and value systems were perceived as the source of 

poverty (De la Peña 2006: 282-283; De la Peña 2002: 131; Stavenhagen 2013b: 52).  

The consequences of Mexico’s colonial history like the denial of one’s own cultural roots or 

the homogenizing state (Parekh 2000: 9). The Mexican homogenizing state can be 

understood as a “vision of Mexican citizenship as a function of cultural homogeneity”, 

excluding politically and culturally, diverse indigenous but also other cultures (De la Peña 

2006: 281; Stavenhagen 2013b: 77). Mexico City is described as marked by the presence of 

indigenous peoples; hence, a pluricultural city. The institutions’ underlying approaches seem 

to be primarily guided by the promotion of human rights, cultural rights and rights of ethnic 

groups. Lastly, the practices they engage in are training and workshops for public servants 

and citizens; visibility practices as in events; research and collaboration between institutions.  

In this initial sighting of the data, differences and similarities between institutional and civil 

society actors’ understandings of interculturality can already be observed. While civil 

society actors mention understanding between different cultural groups as an aspect of 

interculturality, institutional actors mention respect. The results of the open coding process 

will serve as basis for the axial coding process.  

 

4.2 Axial coding 

The axial coding process using the coding paradigm, reassembles the major categories and 

concepts of the open coding process. The coding paradigm as an analytical device, orders 

the interview data into the conceptual relationships of conditions, context, strategies and 

consequences. A constant comparison of categories and their properties to encounter 

similarities and variations, structures the data even more (Hallberg 2006: 143-145). 

Conditions lead to the studied phenomena; the phenomena take place in contexts; strategies 

are actions and interactions the actors use towards the phenomena and finally strategies lead 

to consequences related to the phenomena (Kelle 2010: 202; Böhm 2004: 272). Based on 

this coding method, tab. 3 shows an outline of the categories and properties that emerged.  
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Tab. 3: Coding paradigm outline for transcribed interviews about interculturality in Mexico City. 

Conditions Contexts Strategies Consquences 

Understandings of 

Interculturality; 

Actor’s approach  

Mexico’s & Mexico City’s 

cultural, socal, political and 

historical context 

SEDEREC/Institutions/ 

Civil Society & Other’s 

actions and interactions  

Possibilities for  

Intercultural 

policies in the city 

Practices of policy 

implementation  

SEDEREC, LIAMHM as 

frameworks 

 

  

 

The underlying research questions ask for the relation between understandings of 

interculturality and practice. Based on these questions, the conditions which lead to the 

studied phenomenon, i.e. the practice of interculturality in the city, are the understandings 

of interculturality. These are informed by the actor’s own approaches underlying their work. 

The realities of policy implementation serve as another set of intervening conditions on the 

practice of interculturality. The distant context in which interculturality is practiced is 

Mexico and the local context of Mexico City. The LIAMHM and the SEDEREC as the 

responsible party for promoting the law’s content, are the proximal or immediate context. 

Further, strategies refers to the different actors’ actions and interactions related to 

interculturality. Ultimately, these strategies but also the contexts and conditions lead to 

certain consequences. However, rather than consequences, possibilities for the existing 

intercultural policies and practices, will be explored.   

The following actor groups were analyzed based on this systemtization: Civil society actors 

(including academia and communication); institutional actors and the SEDEREC. Of all 

categories and sub-categories that emerged only the most frequently mentioned will be 

exposed here and explained with the use of citations by different actors.  

4.2.1 Civil society 

Appendix G shows the  axial coding results for civil society actors (including academia and 

communication) in a diagram linking the different categories with the most frequently 

mentioned themes. All references made consisting of letters and numbers (e.g. C5) reference 

transcripts (Appendix A&J). The following section is thus ordered into causal conditions, 

proximal and distant context, intervening codition, strategies and possibilities.  
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4.2.1.1 Causal conditions: interculturality 
Civil society actors understand interculturality as “a process” of conviviality between 

different cultural groups (O2). As interviewee C3 from CAAM, a migrant-supporting 

organization, states: “It is this acceptance of people and the dialogue between cultures 

without either one of them dominating over the others.” This understanding asks for 

symmetrical relations between cultural groups. Another interviewee of mixe descent from 

the Assembly of Indigenous Migrants describes symmetry as seeing others without 

economic, civilizing or colonial interests and understanding the other from their angle (C6). 

Another component of interculturality is the recognition of cultural groups, mutual 

recognition of each other’s rights and “being in essence the same as oneself” as one 

interviewee from a refuge, CAFEMN, relates (C14). Recognition is often viewed as the first 

step towards interaction and interrelation but adequate conditions need to be build first (C13).  

The search for commonalities and a common aim among diverse groups through interactions 

is viewed as another aspect. This quote by C5, an interviewee from a refugee-centered 

association, Casa Refugiados, exemplifies many of these aspects: “We understand that the 

relations that are being promoted among people […], occur in an environment of mutual 

recognition of one’s own dignity and the other as the center of the dynamics of this relation. 

And from there on, forms of interaction and collaboration for the common good open up.” 

Additionally, some civil society actors insist on the relation between interculturality and 

social justice since symmetrical relations cannot be achieved without equitable conditions 

which do not exist yet (C6; O2). This stance is exemplified by the following quote from a 

communicator of a radio station promoting cultural diversity, Radio Raíces (O1): “The very 

word is no stranger to social justice. […] We cannot talk of interculturality when I have a 

right to everything and you do not. [...] It's not like only seeing diversity and that’s it, but to 

work towards an exercise of equity.” As such, equity is seen as a part of interculturality (O2).  

4.2.1.2 Causal conditions: actor’s approach 
Interculturality is not always an explicit line of work for civil society actors but in most cases, 

interculturality is regarded as a part of their work. They also base their practices on other 

approaches or concepts. However, these approaches are combined with interculturality as 

for example, interviewee C9 from a feminist organization, ILSB with a section for 

indigenous women, states: “Interculturality with the emphasis we put now on indigenous 

identity, can be applied to many other fronts, actors and others.” 
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Most organizations work with a human rights approach (C1; C2; C3; C4; C5; C8; C9; C11; 

C13; C14). Migrant-supporting organizations largely base their work on human rights where 

migrants are understood as “subjects of rights”, rather than being viewed through a solely 

humanitarian lens (C14). Three organizations are focused on feminist issues (C4; C9; C10) 

while three other actors incorporate a gender perspective into their work (C1; O1; C8).  

Of the 14 organizations, one actor focuses exclusively on indigenous rights and vida 

communitaria (communitarian life) as an aspect of indigenous cultures (C6) while another 

feminist association has a section for indigenous women (C9). Recognition of (indigenous) 

identities is one of their aims (C9). A plurality of approaches is part of five other actors; i.e. 

they are open for ideas from the people working with them (O1; O2; C1; C8; C11).  

Hospitality and education for peace is part of organizations directly attending migrants, 

transit migrants and refugees (C5; C12; C14), as demonstrated by this quote from an 

interviewee working with an organization attending migrants in situations of vulnerability, 

Casa Amigos (C12): “To me hospitality is working for peace. I believe that […] this is where 

the law of interculturality enters to generate spaces or hopefully a city. But let's start with 

small spaces, spaces where diversity is recognized and where human dignity is recognized.” 

Lastly, some actors incorporate post-colonialist ideas into their work (O1; O2; C6; C7; C9). 

These approaches are often connected to interculturality as this representative of the 

university program, PUIC, relates (O2): “[…] colonization is not over. There was a 

decolonization of certain sectors of reality but not others. Interculturality allows us to open 

the horizon to see how you need to decolonize it all.”  

These actors show a variety of approaches alongside interculturality, sometimes linking 

them together or stating that to work with intercultural issues an open stance is needed (C8). 

4.2.1.3 Proximal context: LIAMHM  
The proximal context which directly affects intercultural policies in Mexico City consists of 

the LIAMHM and the SEDEREC. Civil society actors characterized the LIAMHM as a 

positive legal framework with progressive contents; initiating policy making processes such 

as the development of programs related to interculturality that would not have been possible 

before (C1; C2). Theoretically and sometimes practically facilitating access to rights and 

services the city offers, independent of migratory status. And sensibilizing institutions and 

their employees to issues of interculturality like Mexico City’s cultural diversity (C10; C11; 

C13). As interviewee C8 from an organization who attends migrants and transit migrants, 
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Sin Fronteras, attests: “[…] from a human rights perspective this changes the perspective 

on the relation of institutions with migrants since it changes the idea of migrants being 

criminals. And the idea of people migrating to Mexico City as guests also allows or gives 

migrants to Mexico City the elements to access rights.” 

Nonetheless, it is largely criticized for its lack of implementation (C3; C4; O1). Interviewee 

C1 from an organization supporting migrants, COAMI, argues: “They began to generate 

agreements and that generated public policy, social programs for this population. The law 

of interculturality is good in that sense. […] the problem is not so much the legal framework. 

Like all laws here in Mexico; the problem is its implementation, and that there is a lack of 

political will on the part of officials.” 

Further, it is a law not widely known neither by civil servants, target groups nor society at 

large; complicating its usage and implementation (C12; C14). As such interviewee O1 

argues that: “The law of interculturality is a law unknown even by those who study law. By 

the rights-holders of the law, as well. I believe that only we who were involved in the creation 

of this law, know it.” However, some interviewees state that it is a recent law needing more 

time to take effect on “the way civil society and government work” (C11). 

4.2.1.4 Proximal context: SEDEREC 
The interviewees attest that the SEDEREC does provide support and services for various 

groups but it does so in a limited, short-term manner. This is exemplified by programs that 

support people in need primarily with basic necessities or financially (C6; C9). Consequently, 

the SEDEREC’s work is described as assistentialist by many interviewees, for example 

participant C12: “They have a very assistentialist vision, even opposite to what the law says. 

For example, when you approach SEDEREC through the migrant line, through productive 

projects, […]. All these services have a vision, not of transformation and not of 

empowerment, […], not of assuming oneself as a subject of rights as migrant, refugee, as 

indigenous person, and afro-descendant […].” 

Recent changes in SEDEREC’s administration led to personnel changes which caused 

broken or slowed-down collaborations between civil society and the SEDEREC (C1; C3; 

C8). This diminishment in profile and activity is perceived to be due to the lack of knowledge 

and qualification in the SEDEREC’s personnel. As interviewee C3 states: “The team that 

arrived does not know the law, does not know the implementation mechanisms. And there 

have been internal problems […] to connect with organizations like us.”   
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Even so, some of its work is positively rated such as the funding of civil society projects, 

visibilizing Mexico City’s cultural diversity through events, campaigns and publications on 

the matter (C4; C7). One interviewee (C1) said: “[…] we have benefited from the SEDEREC 

because they have programs supporting civil society organizations that promote 

interculturality, the hospitable city, and we have developed specific projects for that.” 

4.2.1.5 Distant context: Mexico  
On a social level, a tendency to exclusion and rejection of cultural groups is affirmed (C2; 

C3; C4). Mexico thus is classified as “xenophobic, racist and classist” (C12) with “histories 

of exclusion, discrimination, colonialism and raciality” (C9). Yet, these tendencies are 

largely aimed at indigenous persons and transit migrants (C9; C12). Mexico’s ethnic, 

cultural and socio-economic societal structure is invoked as a cause. As participant O2 

argues: “Interculturality in Mexico is based on Indians and non-Indians. And non-Indians 

are called mestizos which is a racial, racist term. […] On the other hand: Indians. What this 

does is keep the homogenization, build the colony. This diverse set of cultures, languages 

and peoples were characterized only as the Indians. […] They are indigenous peoples. And 

what this does is to unify difference. It does not allow us to understand true diversity.” 

Insecurity and a climate of violence which relates to the interviewee’s concern for human 

rights, is also referenced. Participant C12 states that Mexico “is going through a 

tremendously strong human rights crisis which further […] incentivizes a discourse of 

xenophobia.” Human rights violation are linked to a society with less social cohesion and a 

less welcoming stance. The influence of media in stereotyping groups is also noted. As 

interviewee C5 argues: “Society as a whole has been greatly affected in its social fabric by 

violence and the handling of violence in the media. It has generated much fear among people, 

a lot of mistrust. And it makes it therefore much more likely that different people coming 

from outside may be the victims of discrimination and criminalization.” 

Politically and institutionally, a tendency for hierarchical practices like “assistentialism, 

paternalism, indigenism” and a homogenizing state (C6), as well as illegal activities like 

corruption have made policy implementations difficult (O2). The prioritization of economic 

interests is another obstacle. As interviewee C4 states: “[…] I can fail the entire population 

and I can steal from the whole country and it affects neither the party nor the elections. 

Because it enters into the framework of corruption as the coexistence of interests. What 

matters is not serving the population, but keeping interest networks hierarchical.” 
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4.2.1.6 Distant context: Mexico City 
The capital’s historical diversity is often highlighted like interviewee C11 does: “[…] it is a 

city that begins with migration in its pre-Hispanic origins […]. Of course, cultural diversity 

with indigenous roots is inevitable. […] Then with colonization, the mixing between Spanish 

and other foreigners occurs naturally which is different from other cities, other countries 

where there is a clear division.”  

Discrimination resting on “a hegemonic white culture” (O2) and classism despite existing 

diversity, is seen as an obstacle to interculturality (O1): “We are a multidiverse, multiethnic 

city; but talking about this construction of interculturaltiy, it’s lacking. Because this city 

discriminates.” 

On the political and institutional level, Mexico City’s head of government is seen as an 

influential figure for municipal institutions. While in past administrations interculturality 

was promoted, the current administration under Mancera does not and emphasizes “public 

security over the exercising of rights” (C13) in regard to civil society which is attributed to 

the national government’s influence (C3; C4). As this interviewee from the Assembly for 

Indigenous Migrants argues (C6): “[…] their policies are no longer referred to civil society 

and its citizens and therefore, the indigenous population. Again [the local government] 

colludes with the economic system, with the federal government.”  

The elaboration of a new constitution for the capital is mentioned for its role in cementing 

or reverting interculturality depending on its inclusion in the constitution (C4; O1; C8). As 

this participant (C7) states: “if you are in favor of transforming the possibilities of citizens, 

in favor of equality, of course it will be a progressive constitution and in a progressive 

constitution interculturality will have a clear shelter.”  

Lastly, Mexico’s centralism, i.e. concentration of most financial and political power in the 

capital, is noted in so far as when progressive policies are developed in Mexico City, they 

resonate on the federal or state level (C7; C9; C8). One interviewee (C21) commented: “[…] 

many pilot projects are developed here. Usually Mexico City is spearheading many 

interesting initiatives that can open spaces for diversity in other states.” These policies are 

often attributed to its “great social mobility, the political participation of groups”, as 

remarked by C10 and other interviewees (C12; C4). 
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4.2.1.7 Intervening conditions: facilitators & barriers 
Facilitators for intercultural policies and practices are the legal framework in the city and 

civil society groups that support interculturality as interviewee C8 states: “There is a basis 

in terms of the regulatory framework and public policy. […] I think there is also a broad 

framework of laws for diverse groups […]. I think there is also a wide range of civil society 

organizations that can promote and accompany this process.”  

The development of programs and project funding related to the LIAMHM are rated as an 

“advancement on the structural level” (C12). Another aspect is visibility work or all 

activities pertaining to promotion and communication such as events and campaigns. While 

establishing cultural public events was not possible before the SEDEREC (C7), this display 

of diversity is often “focused on handcraft and folklore”, lacking a real recognition of 

cultural diversity (C9). As interviewee O1 states: “It isn’t about folklorizing diversity and 

how nice it is to be colorful and multilingual, but those who take a picture with you […], 

should also have the right to exercise their rights and have a house, have decent work, have 

a living wage, have access to health, access to culturally relevant education.” 

Another point of contention is the assistentialist nature of policies and programs as 

interviewee C9 argues: “People are given financial support for subsistence, more than for 

a long-term project that will allow them to venture into something. [...] That's where politics 

has no perspective or cultural pertinence. They design [policies] [...] to curb your hunger 

or nonconformity.” At the same time, a lack of financial resources, “too few personnel and 

insufficient physical installations” hinder an extensive policy implementation (O1).  

Discontinuity in governmental administrations leads institutions to start a new with building 

structures and experiences as participant C10 discusses: “[…] it’s the way the institutions 

work in Mexico. Very disjointed and separate. It happens a lot for example if there is a joint 

project but there is a change in administration, it's like starting from scratch. […]The 

change is constant.“ These changes are perceived to be due to individual interests (C5; O2).  

Deficiencies in bureaucratic competences such as a lack of political will or qualifications, 

technical difficulties in policy elaboration and a prevalence of political or economic interests 

over public ones, are the most commonly noted obstacles. As this participant C12 argues: 

“It’s the lack of expertise on one side. Then, not only the lack of expertise, it’s the lack of 

interest to educate yourself on the subject.” On the lack of will another interviewee (C1) 

states: “Like all laws here in Mexico, the problem is implementation, and that there is a lack 
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of political will on the part of officials.” This lack of qualifications, will and interest, can 

impede the development of policies and the adequate provision of services (C2).  

4.2.1.8 Strategies 
Civil society actors do visibility work by organizing public events, preparing radio programs 

or publishing information material. The Assembly of Indigenous Migrants produces their 

own radio programs (C6): “we create our own media with certain limitations and express 

everything that we are and it becomes a form of dissemination, education, community 

principles.“ Sin Fronteras publishes material and regularly works with media outlets (C8). 

Casa Refugiados organizes a festival for the world refugee day with other organizations and 

refugees. However, renting public space for these activities has become harder and financial 

support is lacking (C5). The university program also organizes a poetry event incorporating 

various european and indigenous language poets (O2).  

Many organizations also engage in training and education, ranging from teaching at schools 

or universities on interculturality, mentoring indigenous youth (O2); imparting workshops 

about migration and related themes (C1; C11), teaching a course for indigenous leadership 

incorporating “informal education, trying to combine knowledge from indigenous peoples” 

(C9), training in communication and technologies developed by indigenous persons (C6); 

qualifying education for migrants who want to stay in Mexico as well as alphabetization 

courses and giving them the opportunity to share their experiences with youth (C5).  

Some organizations are specialized in directly assisting migrants, collaborating in a network 

of organizations with every group specializing in one area. As this interviewee relates (C8): 

“We have an area for humanitarian assistance when people are coming. Locating basic 

needs; food, lodging, clothing, health issues, etc. […]. We have neither a shelter nor a dining 

room. Actually, we provide all these services through referrals to other organizations.” Casa 

Amigos specializes in attending and accompanying migrants with additional conditions of 

vulnerability, e.g. being the member of another discriminated group (C12). CAFEMIN is a 

refuge helping migrants to apply for refuge, to get legal or medical help and helps them 

whether they want to stay in Mexico or continue their journey (C14). Sin Fronteras also 

offers legal assistance and psychological attention (C8). Casa Refugiados helps refugees in 

finding work and getting qualifications (C5).  

Many organizations are also involved in political incidence, i.e. collaboratively pushing and 

developing policies, laws and programs. In fact, the LIAMHM was such a civil society effort 
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(C11). ILSB’s area for indigenous women tries to build a joint network of varied indigenous 

professional networks to develop a joint political agenda (C9). CAFEMIN is part of a 

network of refuges throughout Mexico (C14). Some organizations also organize conferences 

and forums (O2; C8; C6; C10; C11). Additionally, many organizations also collaborate with 

governmental institutions, e.g. imparting workshops for them or organizing conferences 

together. The type of collaboration depends on the issue at hand. 

4.2.1.9 Possibilities 
Contexts, conditions and strategies can have consequences; however, possibilities in 

intercultural policies and practices in Mexico City will be presented instead. Educating 

citizens on interculturality and sensiblizing them for diversity is seen as crucial (C5):” […], 

I see it more in the field of promoting meetings, dialogues and promote interculturality and 

combat discrimination. Fear of others.” A culture of legality or knowing your rights, is 

another necessity as explained by interviewee O1:”The first link is the empowerment and 

knowledge of human rights by the population. After this, they can demand their rights, not 

only of SEDEREC, but of any other institution.” 

The participation and work of organized as well as non-organized civil society “should push” 

issues related to interculturality (C12). Additionally, civil society work should be supported 

by public policies since they “do what corresponds to the state” (C14). Target groups should 

further participate in dialogues to propose actions and be able to share if the LIAMHM is 

being implemented for them (C3; C8). The facilitation of access to rights & services such as 

“work, health, education” for migrants is also crucial (C10). Monitoring instruments which 

were already developed by INEDIM are also needed to “evaluate the various policies that 

are generated within the secretariats on a city level to see whether they are really helping” 

as well as for monitoring the access to rights & services (C11). 

Institutionally, training public servants on issues of interculturality and the LIAMHM across 

“all levels and from all secretariats”, i.e. transversalization, is one suggestion (C2). As 

interviewee C11 states: “Not one institution should be responsible for interculturality; it 

needs to be a system of governmental institutions”. A revision of the law and policies related 

to interculturality, is suggested by interviewee C11 since “[…] you will have to rethink all 

of this [the LIAMHM & regulations] in terms of what the [new] constitution says.” More 

cooperation between different organizations focused on interculturality, cooperation with 

the government (C12) and international organizations or as one interviewee argued “seek 

continuously exercises of governance”, is another proposal (C1).  
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On a societal level, recognition of diverse groups and mutual learning from each other are 

important for interculturality based on symmetry and transformation as this interviewee from 

the Assembly of Indigenous Migrants (C6) states: “We bring not only culture but also 

principles and ethical aspects of coexistence with Mother Earth, with community life and 

democracy. To make politics without corruption in Mexico […]. In the villages there are 

experiences in terms of ways of doing government, where it is not by ambition, but because 

of community responsibility and this would transform or transforms a society.” 

4.2.2 Institutions 

Appendix H shows the axial coding results for institutional actors which will be presented 

here. This section is ordered into causal conditions, proximal context, distant context, 

intervening conditions, strategies and possibilities.  

4.2.2.1 Causal conditions: interculturality 
For institutional actors, interculturality is characterized by conviviality as interviewee I5 

from the Council of Native Peoples states: „In the same place, […]. It is the coexistence of 

cultures. And this produces both development and enrichment, although there may also be 

some disagreements.” Enrichment of one another through diversity is another aspect as well 

as symmetrical relations and thus the possibility of dialogue. As interviewee I8 from the 

National Institute for Indigenous Languages argues: “Interculturalism is the possibility that 

all languages and all cultures that have been built by social or ethnic groups […] [should 

have] this possibility of dialogue, of symmetrical use, of validation and the teaching of all 

philosophies. [...] And the possibility of dialogue on equal terms.” 

Respect for each other and equal conditions in a state framework are also mentioned as 

interviewee I2 from the Secretariat of Culture explains: “A much more equitable relationship 

between subjects who do not necessarily speak the same language or have the same culture. 

They are under the umbrella of the nation-state. Respect and equality.”  

Finally, interculturality has a utopian character since ideally it would lead to social 

transformation as this interviewee I9 from the Secretariat of Education states: “[…] 

conviviality, i.e. this way of living together, accepting, tolerating, and understanding us. But 

not only that, also sharing and enriching us but by relating to each other and generate new 

forms of relation. That is a utopia. And in this sense, I appeal to interculturality as a utopia 

because it aspires to an act of social transformation.”  
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4.2.2.2 Causal conditions: actor’s approach 
Most of the interviewed institutions work with the concept of interculturality like the 

Commission of Human rights of Mexico City (I1); or the Institute for Indigenous languages 

(I8): “We are the government in terms of indigenous languages. [...] Constructing 

multiculturality and constructing multilingualism and that the paradigm of interculturality 

should be the subject of public policy in the national education system.“ Many institutions 

or sections of them work on supporting indigenous peoples (I2; I5; I8; I9) or attending to 

Mexico City’s cultural diversity in general (I1; I3; I9) and hence, incorporate interculturality 

in their work. All institutions also have a human rights approach as a new institutional 

paradigm as interviewee I9 explains “The new design that comes from public policies, all 

must come with a human rights approach […].” Four institutions focus on issues concerning 

indigenous peoples and also include a post-colonialist perspective, i.e. the awareness of 

colonial history as well as the development of “epistemologies of the south” (I9). Lastly 

some institutions also incorporate a gender perspective in their work (I1; I3). 

4.2.2.3 Proximal context: LIAMHM  
The LIAMHM helped in sensibilizing the public and institutions for themes of 

interculturality but also initiate policy actions. One interviewee I2 states: “Everything that 

is happening to Mexican society thanks to the work that institutions like the INALI, CGEIB, 

the INMujeres, the SEDEREC and many other institutions have done. The same legal 

standard have contributed to these processes. […] [now] more is known about the linguistics 

of the country.” 

The law is not widely known by public servants and the population as interviewee I1 states, 

considering the LIAMHM as a cultural right: “There are very few complaints in the 

commission on the violation of cultural rights. This is not because they do not exist, but 

because it is not known what we are referring to when talking about cultural rights. Also by 

public servants. How are you going to handle it?” Further, its lack of clarity and thus, force 

is cited as another problem (I3). Lastly, interviewee I9 explains why this law is not 

intercultural: “It is a law of social mobility. It has elements of interculturality but it is not a 

law of interculturality. […] Because what they are doing in this law is to define a legal code 

for the treatment of migrants. It is not a code of law for the social conviviality of all.” 

4.2.2.4 Proximal context: SEDEREC 
The SEDEREC is commended for its collaboration for visibility work such as for events. As 

interviewee I2 explains “The SEDEREC is responsible for the assistance to indigenous 
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communities and for example, for the Festival of Cultures the SEDEREC is our closest ally.” 

Criticism of the SEDEREC’s treatment of people in events exist ,too, as interviewee I1 

argues: “[…] suddenly there are comments on doubts as to the selection of people who are 

benefiting [from the event] or even disrespect for certain customs, certain ideas.”  

The way projects are funded is considered assistentialist and hence, it is doubtful whether 

processes of inclusion are being generated (I3). Likewise, the SEDEREC is not perceived as 

intercultural by this interviewee (I9): “[…] the Secretariat that would have to handle that 

[interculturality], has changed its policy. Now they distribute money. I think we are 

returning to the old clientelist and paternalistic schemes that have nothing to do with 

interculturality.” 

4.2.2.5 Distant context: Mexico  
Mexico’s societal structure marked by the colonial and post-revolutionary period is 

emphasized. Its socio-economic structure is also linked to one’s ethnicity of being mestizo, 

criollo, afro-Mexican or indigenous (I1; I3; I9). These contexts influence intercultural 

processes by strengthening exclusion and discrimination; particularly concerning indigenous 

peoples. As this interviewee I8 relates: “The policies of linguistic homogenization were very 

effective in the Mexican state, trying to homogenize language and culture in our country. 

[...] And it is no coincidence that Mexico is a country that discriminates. There is a lot of 

racism, there is much discrimination.”  

The media is also credited for strengthening stereotypes like this interviewee I9 argues: “[…] 

commercial television, generates stereotypes and stigmas of minority populations. On 

television you see the indigenous ridiculed. […] I’m not even talking about the Afro-

descendant population.” These historically-informed processes lead to the negation of 

Mexico’s cultural diversity as interviewee I2 explains: “All this is colonial. […] The ideal 

is to be Western, have a Western culture. Do not be an idolatrous Indian, a backward Indian. 

The whole theory of mestizaje has to do with that. All post-revolutionary theory of the bronze 

race has to do with that. We have to integrate and be homogeneous and think we are a mono-

lingual country. Then, if we remove all those traits of cultural diversity we can be part of the 

first world. For Mexico diversity is a problem.”  

Institutionally, hierarchical political structures of assistentialism, clientelism and indigenism 

aim at gaining votes, personal favors and foment corruption. This is partly explained by the 

lack of qualifications, even in high-level positions of governmental institutions (I2; I9).    
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4.2.2.6 Distant context: Mexico City 
Mexico City is characterized by a historical diversity of indigenous peoples as well as 

migrants from other countries (I9; I2). It is also marked by a homogenizing culture as stated 

by this participant I2: “Diversity is a trait, a quality which characterizes […] Mexico City 

which has been invisibilized, which has been subsumed by a model of criollos and national-

mestizos by way of considering themselves non-Indians, although all are.” There is also 

discrimination (I2): “What I do know is that in 2013 COPRED made a study on 

discrimination […]. And the group mostly discriminated in Mexico City are the indigenous.” 

The capital’s civil society is considered to be the most active (I8): “It is assumed that Mexico 

City is where there is more awareness, where society is politicized.” On this basis Mexico 

City is regarded to be “perhaps the most inclusive space in this country or with the most 

advanced standards on human rights, public policy issues that have to do with participatory 

budgets and things like that” (I3). Lastly, because of Mexico’s centralism policies, laws and 

movements generated in the capital “permeate or extend to the rest of the country” (I3).  

4.2.2.7 Intervening conditions: facilitators & barriers 
As facilitating factors the participants acknowledge the efforts made in intercultural policies 

such as an initial recognition of the city’s cultural diversity as interviewee I3 argues: “I think 

we have made an efforts, yes. […] Inclusion, recognition of persons, access to rights. But 

not necessarily a full and valid recognition of different cultures.” This recognition also 

extends to indigenous populations who do not want to be “considerd migrants but a resident 

population, urban indigenous persons who are citizens of the city” (I2).  

The organization of events through collaboration visibilizes this diversity as interviewee I2 

states: “I think there is a lot of progress because there are campaigns of all kinds. […] there 

have been media campaigns in Mexico City on how it is uncool to discriminate and this sort 

of thing. They have made the indigenous population visible.” As several interviewees state, 

there is collaboration among institutions with similar thematic areas, e.g around culture or 

to organize projects (I2; I5; I8). Another facilitating factor is the participation of civil society 

which “pushes for interculturality from the bottom-up” (I9) or as this interviewee I3 relates: 

“I think a population […] has a clearer political opinion. A much clearer political vocation, 

is more empowered […]. And this experience deriving from different expressions.”  

This interviewee I3 implies a lack of substantive policies: “[…] there are several actions 

that have to do with aid, assistance which is not bad. It is not bad when accompanied by 
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other substantive actions that also help to generate and empower, […].” Problems of 

bureaucratic competence like a lack of political will and qualifications and the prevalence of 

political and economic interests are another barrier. As interviewee I9 states: “[…] even the 

directors do not have the shame or sense of responsibility, or ethics of doing research to 

support the proposals they make.”  

Conditions of structural violence such as institutionally cemented inequality negatively 

affect policy implementation as interviewee I9 suggests: “[…] we have to start from under 

a model or political, economic scheme that does not respond to culture.” These conditions 

originate in Mexico’s “colonial heritage that has been there permanently and historically” 

(I2) and thus another interviewee (I8) concludes: “When I am saying that we need to create 

a multilingual, multicultural and intercultural society, indeed we must change the mentality 

of the people of Mexico.” 

Finally, some conclude that although Mexico City is the “space where most intercultural 

relations are generated”, it does not have intercultural policies (I8), since: “[…] when it 

comes down to specific designs, they do not exist. So it's a discourse, demagoguery” (I9). 

4.2.2.8 Strategies 

Institutional actors often collaborate to work on similar issues, e.g. the National Movement 

for Cultural Diversity in Mexico which consists of 20 governmental institutions as well as 

academia and international organizations like the UNESCO (I8; I9). Their aim is to “spread 

this idea of multiculturalism and multilingualism in our country” (I8). They organize 

meetings and as interviewee I9 explains: “It was through that movement that we have been 

able to do different actions that we call shared policies with innovative experiences.” They 

have built projects around and with different groups like migrants and afro-mexicans (I9).  

Visibility work is also largely done through collaboration. Here, one institution (I2) 

emphasized they are not and do not seek to folklorize: “For example the Festival of 

[Indigenous] Cultures, if […] we can invite the National School of Music to play any music. 

Electronics, bass, Schubert, or whatever. They can go and play because they are indigenous. 

They should not go and play folklore [...] Only folklore. That does not interest us. [...] We 

try to make the festival and generate the program with its main objectives. Visualize 

indigenous communities, make them contemporary, not archaize, not folklorize, not trivialize 

cultures, not infantilize them.”  
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They develop and implement public policies such as cultural policies for indigenous peoples 

(I2), for indigenous language revitalization (I8) or for intercultural education (I9). Some also 

offer workshops and courses for public servants, civil society, the private sector and students, 

in their respective fields of action (I3) or for target group members without cost for the 

purpose of  “bringin instruments to a sector” of the population as well as developing such 

courses with experts, members of the target communties (I2). The latter institution integrates 

indigenous researchers into their projects (I2), while others coordinate research projects for 

academic institutions as this interviewee states (I8): “In the research direction, we 

coordinate and comment on research that is being done about indigenous languages.” Thus, 

a symmetrical relationship between institutions and populations is sought out (I2).    

Accompaniment in legal matters or disputes is done by institutions working with issues of 

human rights and discrimination (I1; I3). Lastly, many institutions also organize conferences 

and meetings, e.g. “the first colloquium of indigenous thought of the 21st century” (I8) or 

forums as part of festivals to generate dialogues :“[…] it seems like a political event but is 

a cultural event that has a political content which is the claims of indigenous peoples” (I2).   

4.2.2.9 Possibilities 
Some interviewees argue that interculturality is bound to profound changes in relations and 

mentalities in the long term, as interviewee I8:“What interculturality generates is a new 

consciousness that all subjects with different languages and different cultures contribute to 

the development of thoughts on a universal level. […] All cultures of the world are important 

for the development of humanity. And if we do not dialogue, we run this risk of ending one 

conflict and many other conflicts arise.” Incorporating symmetrical relations and the 

importance of dialogue for preventing conflicts, in this vision.  

On concrete terms, education on the city’s diversity and interculturality as well as the 

establishment of an intercultural university in the capital is suggested (I8; I5). Informal 

education on interculturality through media and campaigns is another proposition (I9). 

Similarly, another interviewee (I1) proposes “generating public policies that are assertive 

in relation to the exercise and enforceability and justiciability of rights and generate 

citizenships for intercultural cities.” Linking citizenship and the exercise of rights to the 

intercultural city. Another part of intercultural education would be the promotion of the use 

of indigenous languages in public spaces and the media as well as the teaching of indigenous 

languages in academic institutions (I8; I2). 
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Institutions should adapt their services to diversity and be trained in matters of 

interculturality as interviewee I9 argues: “It is necessary to work at the level of governments, 

the state. The issue of sensibilizing officials. […] the public and federal administration; how 

are we working to deal with diversity. Both the direct treatment, and the virtual treatment 

through documents, through counters. All that has to do with the request of services. We 

need to improve the quality of services, interculturalize them.”  

A greater participation of civil society in projects or the promotion of certain issues is also 

suggested (I8; I1). Finally, Mexico City’s new constitution is seen as an opportunity to 

include cultural rights, thus giving them legal force (I3).  

4.2.3 The SEDEREC 

Appendix I shows the axial coding results for the SEDEREC which relate the different 

categories that will be presented here. This section is sectored into causal conditions, 

proximal context, distant context, intervening conditions, strategies and possibilities.  

4.2.3.1 Causal conditions: Interculturality 
For the SEDEREC interculturality consists of convivialtiy, understanding cultural groups 

(I7) and “the recognition of how a society is enriched by the exchange of cultures, traditions” 

(I6). Further, peace is seen as a consequence of this interaction as interviewee I4 argues: 

“Then peace would not be merely the absence of war but to achieve to interrelate with 

others.” Horizontal relations between cultures with equal rights, is seen as another 

component as interviewee I4 states: “It has to do with a dialogue of equals in the same 

circumstances. [...] equal circumstances. In all, in the fulfillment of their rights.” One 

interviewee (I7) adds a visual component by saying: “interculturality, seen from the 

SEDEREC is this parade of cultures.”  

4.2.3.2 Causal conditions: Actor’s approach 
The SEDEREC has also a human rights approach. Concerning the SEDEREC’s section that 

is focused on indigenous and native peoples, this interviewee (I7) states: “We have a human 

rights approach. It is based on international mechanisms for the rights of indigenous peoples. 

[…] An intercultural approach because what is sought is to deal with all these communities 

on the same level ... have a gender perspective,[…].” An incorporation of the gender aspect 

can also be found. The initial ideas of the SEDEREC based themselves both on the European 

conceptions of interculturality as well as Latin American social movements as this former 

and funding SEDEREC member (I6) explains: “We learned about the experiences that were 

developing in Europe, about these themes around interculturality. We were also very 
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interested and knew of these great struggles of our peoples [...] for the recognition of their 

rights. This identification, we have with our peoples, with Latin America as well,[…].” 

4.2.3.3 Proximal contexts: LIAMHM  
The LIAMHM is taught in workshops for public servants (I4), by the SEDEREC as a law 

that “takes people as the subject of rights because of their human mobility.” It is judged 

positively because of it was a collaborative effort or as interviewee I6 relates: “I think it was 

very important that it was the product of the awareness of various social actors.” It cements 

the promotion of interculturality and does not bind it to the wills of current administrations 

(I6). Concerning its scope, another interviewee (I7) states that the LIAMHM would need: 

“A clear rethinking that visualizes not only indigenous peoples but all […] the cultural 

diversity in the city.” Although the LIAMHM does not focus on indigenous peoples.  

Finally, a former SEDEREC member (I6) argues about the law’s aim: “Many times there 

are these […] very picturesque exchanges, but [the law] should also help to pull them out of 

social exclusion and help them be well, they should have access to work which is 

fundamental. Otherwise it is useless to promote their culture if they do not have the same 

elements to develop a dignified life.” Arguing that such a law should not only visibilize 

cultural groups but also help them access rights like everybody else. 

4.2.3.4 Proximal contexts: SEDEREC 
The work of the SEDEREC is not directly commented on but tendencies can be noted. 

Talking about the preparations for a festival on indigenous cultures, this interviewee (I7) 

who references her work colleague as partner, states: “Each of the people my partner 

interviewed there, [...] makes a sample of everything they did with their hands, their 

craftsmanship. What [my partner] has put in front of me is cultural richness and diversity.” 

Alluding to handcrafts for commercial use as the representation of cultural diversity. Another 

by the same interviewee: “I like having indigenous people in the city. It looks good. Folkloric, 

you can put them in display windows, you can make ethnological, anthropological studies 

of how historical and cultural we are. Yes. But at the same time those natives are of flesh 

and bone. How do I care for them? How do I treat them? How do I attend them? How do I 

promote their development?” Indicating a folkloristic and paternalistic attitude of protection.   

4.2.3.5 Distant context: Mexico  
Mexico is characterized by its societal structure and indigenous peoples as the most 

marginalized groups, affected by poverty and exclusion. As interviewee I7 states: “[…]... 

governments, public servants violate the rights of indigenous peoples […] or any community 
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just because it is different, the prejudices and the lack of cultural capacity that people and 

institutions have.” And hence: “we're leaving them with smaller budgets, the least benefits, 

the worst services.” Implying how this prejudice towards indigenous people directly affects 

institutional work. Similarly, this participant (I7) argues: “[…] the paternalism of 

governments has left damage.” Thus, the government has a history of paternalistic policies 

towards indigenous peoples. 

4.2.3.6 Distant context: Mexico City 
Mexico City’s cultural diversity consists of native peoples, indigenous peoples, afro-

descendants, persons of different national origin, mestizos and migrants. This was the 

founding theme of the SEDEREC as well as the city’s rural zones and the capital’s emigrants 

(I6). The aim of the SEDEREC was “[…] to make a government that articulates, that reflects 

this great cultural, ethnic, historical diversity; so strong and so important” (I6).  

The capital’s hospitality and historical culturally diverse relations are also noted (I6; I7). Yet, 

a tendency for discrimination, especially against indigenous peoples persists (I4). This 

discriminatory attitude also extends to assimilationist tendencies as interviewee I7 suggests: 

“[…] the subject of […] their regulatory systems. We want to impose our own but they have 

[…] ways of life that they have brought from their communities that when arriving in Mexico 

City they lose automatically to adapt to the environment.”  

The city concentrates Mexico’s social, political and economic resources, influencing the 

country as a whole as interviewee I6 states: “[…], it is a place of resonance, transcendence, 

what happens in the capital. […] everything that happens and the most important events of 

history, develop through events in the city.”  Finally, the new constitution is seen as an 

opportunity for the inclusion of intercultural issues and civil participation as interviewee I6 

argues: “I think the bottom line is that society’s participation and demand have been the 

hallmark of this great city. If a city advanced in issues like this, it is important that it can be 

shaped by demands.”  

4.2.3.7 Intervening conditions: facilitators & barriers 

There is an effort to promote interculturality which this interviewee (I6) affirms: “I say this 

is a pluricultural city, but we exist. Institutions, organizations that promote this.” Hence, the 

promotion of interculturality is not the same as being an intercultural city. Nonetheless, the 

LIAMHM visibilizes cultural diversity and the usage of financial resources for it (I7). Thus, 

programs are developed as interviewee I6 states: “There was significant progress in the 
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creation of programs such as ‘integrative medicine’. I think this part […] is in this extent of 

the recognition of different visions, experiences of different cultures in such an important 

issue as health.” Alluding to a SEDEREC program for traditional medicine; thus 

incorporating the aspect of cultural recognition. Another facilitating factor for intercultural 

policies is the existence of new institutions around issues of diversity in general such as “the 

council to prevent discrimination […], the institute of women, the institute of the elderly, the 

institute for people with disabilities and the youth institute. Policies that are linked in such 

a way as to address this diversity in culture” (I7). Finally, the National Movement for 

Cultural Diversity links institutions for the promotion of cultural diversity (I4).  

Barriers to implementing interculturality in the city exist, as well. Such as disrespect for 

human rights as interviewee argues I7: “[…] you cannot apply interculturality without it 

being completely related to the respect for human rights.” Institutional hierarchical 

tendencies like paternalism and clientelism and a lack of political will and knowledge also 

complicate policy implementation. Interviewee I7 answers a question about the causes for 

lacking intercultural policies like this: “Insensibility, lack of knowledge, ignorance. The 

indigenous and the poor in general, they have had this political use at election time and then 

they are abandoned.” Linking bureaucratic competences and hierarchical tendencies. 

Likewise, another participant (I4) answered: “Problems always exist because public policies 

are developed by human beings and human beings according to their life experiences, their 

professional training, their availability, their will, are those who may have this vision or not. 

So sometimes they impair the development of public policy, or the development of an 

institution.” Attributing problems in public policies to individual dispositions. 

4.2.3.8 Strategies 
The SEDEREC’s offers assistance to target groups; they publish announcements for project 

funding as in the case of native and indigenous peoples or indigenous and native women (I4), 

“they can perform actions to rescue their cultural and natural heritage, historical memory, 

or they can strengthen their cultural activities […] traditional festivals […].” The creation 

process for these projects is described like this: “We have a pool of resources and establish 

the areas through which you can participate and the ways in which you can participate in 

accordance to the law. And we launch the call” (I4).  In terms of services, SEDEREC offers 

translation service for indigenous persons for health or legal questions (I7). And help in 

accessing basic services like health and education for migrants (I6).  
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The SEDEREC collaborates with institutions, organizations, academia and religious entities, 

to further their work as interviewee I4 states: “[…] we involve other institutions that fit and 

have the resources. Such as the Secretariat of Culture, the Secretariat of Education, […].” 

Which means that beside their own programs and services, they “guide other institutions to 

make public policies in favor of indigenous communities, indigenous peoples, Afro-

descendants and communities of different national origins” (I4). Alongside this, the 

Movement for Cultural Diversity (I4) consists of: “20 public institutions at the federal level, 

at the institutional level. It is shared work, not something that a single institution can 

accomplish.” A recent example for this is a new program in development with the National 

Polytechnic Institute (IPN), helping indigenous women to develop a business plan “and after 

that [help them] develop a marketing plan and give them basic support up to one year to see 

if after one year the business is successful” (I7).  

The SEDEREC teaches workshops for public servants, e.g. one called “Interculturality and 

Human Rights for Public Servants” which is being taught in the public health sector, other 

secretariats and the legal sector (I4); the goal is to “try to build cultural capacity in public 

officials of these institutions, [...]. When you achieve this, there is a greater possibility […] 

to generate public policy. Then allocate resources, develop a series of programs for 

constructive concepts related to this topic, using the intercultural approach in public policy.” 

The SEDEREC also supports some educational efforts, e.g. by offering certifications to 

promote traditional doctors, collaborating with other institutions and traditional doctors 

themselves. Yet, only 25 such doctors have been certified (I7). Events like the Festival of 

Indigenous Cultures or smaller events for Mexico City’s native communities are organized 

to promote “their traditions and their roots and their cultural and artistic activities” (I4). 

4.2.3.9 Possibilities 
Concerning education, “a culture of legality”, i.e. to know the laws as in the case of the 

LIAMHM (I4) and the training of public servants on issues of interculturality for 

intercultural transversalization, are suggested (I6). Interviewee I4 argues for intercultural 

adaption: “[…] the intercultural approach should transversely cross all public policies. That 

would involve policies from planning to implementation and evaluation.” Intercultural 

education should also be made available for the private sector as well as in schools. The goal 

would be to prevent conflicts and discrimination (I4; I7). 

Regarding the new constitution, the SEDEREC proposes “the concept of transversal rules 

for social policies in the city government.” So as to guarantee resources and mandatory 
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intercultural adaption for institutions. The incorporation of indigenous rights into the 

constitution is another proposal (I7).  

More promotion of this policy and more civil society involvement is proposed by 

interviewee I6: “Maybe we would have liked to have more emphasis on the dissemination of 

this policy so that people could make it their own and defend it if it serves them or modify or 

update it.” This would also warrant a policy that keeps developing “[b]eyond the political 

will of officials in turn. We cannot bet on coincidence, or that it would be a government 

priority. With this participation from civil society, I think it would be essential because 

ultimately, this city largely […] has fought for social rights.” Also alluding to Mexico City 

as having a responsibility to promote interculturality and “contribute to social cohesion 

among other things” (I6).  

5 Discussion 

 

To synthesize these results, the core category which relates to every other category is “the 

implementation of intercultural policies” (tab. 4). These categories describe the factors 

which influence to what extent interculturality can be implemented in Mexico City.  

Tab. 4: Core category related to open and axial coding categories. 

Open coding Axial Coding Selective Coding 

Interculturality  

Actor’s approach 

Causal conditions Implementation of 

intercultural 

policies LIAMHM & SEDEREC Proximal context 

Mexico & Mexico City Distant context 

Actor’s practices Strategies 

Policy implementation Intervening conditions & 

possibilities 

 

5.1 Understandings of interculturality & theory 

With the transcribed data systemized, the sub-questions on whether the views on 

interculturality reflect theory and whether the actors’ understanding correspond with each 

other and if the practice of key actors and decision-makers are in line with the theoretical 

concept of interculturality, can be answered. Table 5 demonstrates several aspects of 

theoretical conceptualizations of interculturality and compares the actor groups on whether 
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these aspects were mentioned in their own accounts of interculturality or not. The last five 

aspects refer to aspects only or predominantly named in Latin American theorizations. 

Tab. 5: Comparison of theoretical aspects of interculturality among different actors (based on chapter 2). 

Aspects of interculturality Civil Society Institutions SEDEREC 

Conviviality (interaction, interrelation) x x x 

Dialogue x x - 

Commonalities x - - 

Mutual recognition  x x x 

New cultural forms x x - 

Mutual respect - x - 

Common project x - - 

Cultural groups perceived as dynamic & hybrid x x - 

Civic values (rights, participation, plurality) x x x 

Mutual understanding x - x 

Acknowledgement of asymmetry x x - 

Change mentalities x x - 

Change institutional aspects x x - 

Transformation of society (knowledge, 

everyday living, relations) 

x x - 

Pluriversality (plurality of philosophies) x x - 

                                                                                                                                                       

All three actor groups agree on the central aspect of interculturality; conviviality or living 

together and interaction between different cultural collectives and individuals. They also 

agree on mutual recognition of each other’s cultural identities and ways of living as a 

precondition for conviviality (Bouchard 2011: 440; 448; Tubino 2015: 10). The also accept 

the civic values of participation, equal rights and pluralism, (Pinheiro 2008: 48-49; Zapata-

Barrero 2015b: 5). Conviviality, mutual recognition and the framework of a nation-state with 

rights and responsibilities, are points of agreement and roughly delineate interculturalism.  

However, the SEDEREC refers to the least amount of aspects: conviviality, mutual 

recognition, mutual understanding and civic values. Most notably, these are preconditions 

for conviviality that are neither transformative as in Latin American conceptions nor 

concentrated on interaction and dialogue as in European conceptions of interculturality.  

Contrastingly, civil society and institutions incorporate various aspects. Notably, the Latin 

American aspects of transformation, change, the acknowledgement of inequalities and the 
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acceptance of different cultural worlds (pluriversality) were mostly referred to by 

indigenous-oriented entities, although not exclusively so. This fits with Latin American 

interculturalism’s origins in indigenous movements (Tubino 2005: 86). Civil society actors 

refer to most aspects which can be alluded to their diversity in underlying approaches. 

The search for commonalities to relate to one another and working towards a common aim, 

have only been named by migrant-oriented organizations (Cantle 2012: 147). These aspects 

originate in the European context of migration, the prevention of conflicts and the building 

of bridges (Cantle 2012: 46). Mutual respect as another precondition for interaction, has only 

been mentioned by institutional actors (Zapata-Barrero 2015b: 10). But unlike the 

SEDEREC, institutional actors include a variety of aspects that go beyond respect & 

recognition and hence, are more in line with interculturality.  

The next comparison involves the understandings of interculturality, irrespective of 

theoretical conceptions but based on the transcribed data. Table 6 shows similarities and 

differences regarding the understandings of interculturality. Some aspects on this table are 

not considered as parts of theorizations of interculturality such as display of cultures. 

Tab. 6: Comparison of actors' understandings of interculturality through in interviews mentioned aspects. 

Civil society Institutions SEDEREC 

Conviviality Conviviality Conviviality 

Symmetrical relations Symmetrical relations Symmetrical relations 

Equal conditions & rights Equal conditions & rights Equal conditions & rights 

Acceptance Tolerance - 

Dialogue Dialogue & disagreements - 

Acknowledgement of 

asymmetrical relations 

Acknowledgement of 

asymmetrical relations 

- 

Understanding - Understanding 

- Mutual respect - 

Mutual recognition Mutual recognition Mutual recognition 

Commonalities  - - 

Common project - - 

Equity/social justice Utopian - 

Mutual learning Mutual learning - 

Transformation Transformation - 

- Enrichment Enrichment 

Peace - Peace 

- - Parade of cultures 
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The SEDEREC displays a narrower understanding of interculturality. Despite purporting 

symmetrical relations in equal conditions and with equal rights, there is no acknowledgement 

of conditions that lead to asymmetry, apart from discrimination. Unlike other actors who 

identify factors of structural and historical inequalities. The SEDEREC incorporates the 

preconditions of mutual understanding and recognition but additionally, peace, enrichment 

and the display of cultures. Peace, understood as the prevention of conflicts, is seen as an 

outcome of intercultural relations. Enrichment through cultural exchanges is also an 

intercultural aspect tied to individual experiences (Kymlicka 2003: 158-159). Yet, the 

display or “the parade of cultures” is linked to a multiculturalist discourse (Bloemraad & 

Wright 2014: 299). The SEDEREC’s understanding concerns some fundamental aspects of 

interculturality like recognition, understanding and equal rights while aiming for 

interrelations and enrichment. The display of cultures, speaks of a different mindset. 

Institutions include a wider set of aspects. Apart from the already mentioned aspects of 

conviviality and preconditions, others are added. Symmetrical relations as an outcome of 

interculturality are noted as well as asymmetrical relations in the present with origins in 

historical, economic and political processes. Because of horizontal relations, mutual learning 

and enrichment would be possible, i.e. all cultures would be valorized and learn from each 

other. This line of thought is referred to as a utopian idea about social transformation based 

on dialogue and interaction. This understanding of interculturality is influenced by Latin 

American theorizations that base themselves on the analysis of (neo-)colonial structures and 

processes which affect political and economic as well as epistemological & linguistic 

relations (Mignolo 2003:13; Riess & Martínez 2014: 69). 

Civil society actors offer the widest understanding of interculturality. However, within this 

group, there is a range of underlying approaches. Almost all already elaborated aspects are 

included. Acceptance, commonalities, a common aim and social justice are added. 

Commonalities and a common project help in establishing interrelations and avoiding 

conflicts. The link between social justice and interculturality rests on the assumption that 

intercultural relations in unequal and hostile conditions, are only possible to a degree. Further, 

a common project is understood as to work towards the common good or a dignified life. 

Consequently, this goes beyond the preconditions of interculturality and defines a goal. 

These understandings combine the transformative character of Latin American 

interculturality with the common project of European interculturality.  
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5.2 Intercultural practices & theory 

This section examines the actor’s intercultural practices and whether they reflect 

intercultural theory. Table 7 demonstrates aspects of intercultural and multicultural policies 

as well as additional aspects, frequently found in Latin American iterations of 

interculturalism. 

Tab. 7: List of essential aspects of intercultural, multicultural and Latin American intercultural policies (Cantle 2012; 

Kymlicka & Norman 2000; Walsh 2009; Tubino 2005). 

 

5.2.1 The SEDEREC 

The SEDEREC defines target groups as well as working with communities, organizations 

and members of these groups. With the LIAMHM and SEDEREC’s work, a recognition of 

minority groups or historically excluded groups on the local level is existent.  

The preservation of minority groups’ cultures is supported through the assistance of cultural 

projects, the organization of events and programs directed at promoting indigenous peoples’ 

medicine and food production. Moreover, the SEDEREC offers help in accessing services, 

Intercultural policies Multicultural policies Latin American policies 

Cultural groups perceived as 

hybrid & dynamic 

Groups viewed as separate & 

essentialized 

Bottom-up approach:  

Incorporation & recognition of 

minorities 

Recognition of minorities Seek changes in laws & culture 

Ensure minority cultural survival Preserving minority ways of life Redistribution  

Common societal culture Cultural collective rights:   Change in homogenizing state  

Development of intercultural 

capabilities 

Support expression of identities 

& practices 

Awareness of cultural 

inequalities/colonial structures 

Encourage mixing & interaction 

in public spaces 

Assistance to do things the 

majority can do unassisted 

Promotion of pluriversality/not 

assimilation 

Promotion of interaction, 

interpersonal relations & dialogue 

Self-government for indigenous 

communities 

Reification of cultural identities 

Prevention & solution of stresses 

& conflicts 

Incorporation of traditional or 

religious legal codes 

Top-down approach: 

City officially adopts intercultural 

approach 

Symbolic recognition of various 

groups within state/community 

Set of minimal rights & reforms 

Equity of opportunities Equity of opportunities Unequal relations not lessened 

Recognition of equal rights Recognition of equal rights Discourse 

Civic values & engagement Promotion of justice & equity Integration  

Community/identity-based 

organizations & programs 

Community/identity-based 

organizations & programs 

 

Promotion of intercultural 

networks  

Lessening of undeserved 

disadvantages/state redistribution 

 

Intercultural evaluation & 

monitoring 

Integration & valorization of 

cultural diversity 

 

Creativity & innovation through 

diverse local environments 

Betterment of living conditions  

Local & city-level State’s relation to cultural groups  

Transversal adaption of 

institutions & services  

Transversal/adaption of 

institutions & services 
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programs, and basic necessities. Support for the establishment of laws for the promotion and 

protection of native and indigenous peoples’ rights, is also suggested.   

Concerning equity of opportunities, the SEDEREC offers support for access to services and 

programs and defines it as one of their goals as well as the recognition of equal rights for all, 

especially through the LIAMHM. Still, this assistance is small in scope and short-term. 

The SEDEREC organizes courses and workshops for the development of intercultural 

capabilities of public servants. Additionally, it is part of institutional networks to promote 

cultural diversity and orients other institutions to adapt themselves. These are first steps 

towards the adaption and transversalization of interculturality in institutions.  

The city further officially adopted the intercultural approach by passing the LIAMHM and 

delegating it to an institution, the SEDEREC which only works on a city-level. Regarding 

participation, the SEDEREC consults native communities for the generation of projects as 

well as funds civil society projects. The SEDEREC does not seem to encourage interaction 

and dialogue between cultures, besides the organization of cultural events.  

5.2.2 Institutions 

The interviewed institutions consist of four institutions concerned with indigenous and 

native communities, and two dealing with diversity at large. These institutions work with 

community and identity-based groups and direct programs and services at them while some 

institutional actors also regard cultural groups to be dynamic and hybrid.  

Some institutions incorporate cultural groups in the development of programs, research and 

events, while others promote languages and festivities pertaining to them. Thus, they support 

the preservation & survival of their cultural expressions, identities and practices. These 

processes also serve the implementation of cultural rights of minority or historically 

excluded groups.  

The development of cultural capabilities for public servants, students and civil society is 

another part of the work of some of these institutions aimed at cultural sensibilization. 

Additionally, the encouragement of intercultural interaction and dialogue in public spaces, 

conferences or events is another feature of especially indigenous-oriented institutions. 

Institutions dealing with cultural diversity work for the prevention and solution of cultural 

disputes related to discrimination and cultural rights. They offer assistance, mediation and 
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organize campaigns with this purpose. They also assist persons or collectives in promoting 

their participation and the enforcement of their rights, i.e. they also campaign for civic values.  

Most of these institutions work at the city level. However, one institution concerned with 

cultural and linguistic rights, also works at the state level. These institution were established 

for the purpose of servicing the needs of a diverse population.  

5.2.3 Civil society 

Nine of the civil society organizations are migrant-related groups, three work for diversity 

in general, one is a radio station, one for afro-descendants, three for indigenous peoples and 

one is a university program. These various entities work as identity or community based 

organizations or as organizations supporting certain groups. For indigenous-oriented entities 

an understanding of hybrid and dynamic cultures exists. These organizations and entities 

work either recognizing or working themselves as part of minority groups.  

The survival and preservation of ways of life and the promotion of cultural rights is present 

with most indigenous-oriented entities and the radio station. Herein, the promotion of 

indigenous rights such as self-government rights is a part of these organizations while 

migration-oriented organizations might partly incorporate some of these aims in their work. 

Many organizations and entities across the spectrum support the expression of identities and 

practices through events, festivals, courses, discussion forums and conferences.  

The support for accessing programs, services and basic necessities is especially true for 

migrant-oriented organizations that either help in the integration of newcomers into Mexico 

or function as temporary refuges. The promotion of justice and equity is also considered 

across the spectrum of organizations and hence, some of their actions aim at the betterment 

of living conditions such as the facilitation of access to rights and opportunities in education 

or work, or through the development of political capabilities to vouch for their own interests.  

The actions of most of these actors work at the city level, while few of them try to work at 

the state-level. Concerning intercultural education, training for public servants on themes of 

cultural diversity and the development of capabilities, contributes to transversalizing 

culturally sensitive practices in institutions. The workshops and courses are also offered to 

students or civil society and hence extend intercultural education to the whole of society.  
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The encouragement of civic engagement is another feature which similarly functions through 

courses, workshops and assistance offered in processes of political incidence or participation. 

The research on cultural groups is also carried out by civil society actors.  

Further, some organizations understand their spaces as intercultural, for the purpose of 

interaction and are thus, open to all to learn or contribute to cultural activities, dialogues or 

conferences. Some organizations also work for the promotion of peace and interaction and 

thus for the prevention of conflicts through visibility work and education. 

The establishment of networks is another characteristic, although they might not be 

intercultural but purposefully related to their work. One migrant-related organization does 

support various indigenous seller networks which sell not necessarily traditional products.  

 

5.3 Summary 

SEDEREC’s understanding of interculturality in the current administration is mostly focused 

on minority groups’ treatment in society and does not go beyond recognition of culturally 

diverse groups and their rights. Their practices do not incorporate neither multicultural 

affirmative and distributionist policies and programs, nor interculturality’s focus on 

activities and programs promoting interaction and dialogue between diverse cultural groups. 

Nonetheless, their work for indigenous and migrant groups could help in integrating or 

visibilizing these groups. Because of the short-term and small in scope nature of these 

practices, they are mostly perceived to be assistentialist programs and services, at most 

helping in survival and subsistence. Moreover, a tendency to folklorize indigenous groups 

and migrant groups might impede real recognition. Hence, SEDEREC’s policies can be 

classified as top-down policies influenced by Latin American state policy practices such as 

assistentialism and paternalism.  

Institutional actors are largely influenced by transformative Latin American 

conceptualizations of interculturality. Notably, indigenous-oriented institutions are more 

impacted by this vision. Their practices revolve around the enforcement and exercise of 

cultural rights, the reification, visbilization and support of expressions of identities and 

cultures. They do so on a local scale and often with a focus on intercultural interaction and 

dialogue, i.e. including communities and members of minorities. Moreover, cultural groups 

are not viewed as static but dynamic which is also incorporated into the development of 

programs, e.g. with the intent to offer a spectrum of cultural events, not necessarily 
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understood as folkloric. The promotion of cultural practices such as languages other than the 

majority language, is another such example. Diversity-oriented institutions are influenced 

by a human rights approach and thus focus more on civic engagement and values. 

Concluding, their practices and policies can be classified as Latin American interculturalism 

in the case of indigenous-oriented institutions with a focus on cultural rights. Although this 

can be a characteristic of multiculturalism; in this case, it is informed by Latin American 

theories of interculturality. In the case of diversity-oriented institutions, the promotion of 

civic values, can be understood as a reactive approach on interculturality focused on 

preventing and solving conflicts as well as knowing rights & responsibilities. 

Analyzing civil society, indigenous-oriented entities are mostly influenced by Latin 

American theorizations of interculturality. While migrant-supporting organizations are 

overwhelmingly but not exclusively, influenced by European or general understandings of 

interculturality which deal more with migration. Migrant-oriented organizations provide 

tools for integration like assistance or training while also promoting integration policies. But 

they also provide intercultural activities such as spaces for dialogue as well as workshops 

for civic engagement. Indigenous-oriented organizations provide activities and tools for 

indigenous communities in the city as well as spaces for dialogue with other communities in 

Mexico and other parts of the world. They also promote participation. Some organizations 

across the spectrum, emphasize equity and social justice as a goal. Altogether, indigenous-

oriented organizations and entities like the university program, can be classified as engaging 

in Latin American interculturality of reification and preservation of cultural identities and 

the promotion of equity which can resemble multiculturalist views. While migrant-oriented 

organizations can be classified as engaging in multicultural practices of integration and 

assistance with the aim of equity but are also interculturally informed by working for a 

common project and building a common public sphere as well as promoting civic values.  

These actors’ understandings of interculturality influence on their own practices but also on 

one another’s practices. Since the current SEDEREC’s understanding of interculturality is 

narrower, they also engage in less collaborations according to civil society and institutional 

actors. SEDEREC’s more assistentialist practices deter or hinder other actors from 

collaborating. This was not the case in the past where other understandings and practices 

were developed by the SEDEREC, more in line with civil society actors, which prompted 

more collaboration among them. In this way, the importance of understandings on practices 

but also on policy implementation, is highlighted.   
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Ultimately, interculturalism and related concepts do overlap and some aspects can have 

another meaning in other contexts such as Latin American interculturalism’s social justice 

aspect and multiculturalism’s social justice aspect. Nonetheless, core elements of these 

approaches differ and can offer different guidelines for action.    

6 Conclusions 

 

The intercultural city has so far only been known as a European approach to manage cultural 

diversity. It emerged as a reaction to multicultural policies in the European context of 

migration-related diversity. Mexico City as a member of the intercultural cities programme, 

has built its own conceptions and practices for interculturality while facing other challenges.  

This research relates understandings of interculturality by key actors and decision-makers to 

intercultural policies and practices to gauge to what extent interculturalism can be 

implemented in Mexico City. This city’s context of a distinct composition of cultural 

diversity, marked by indigenous peoples and migrants; an institutional context where 

hierarchical tendencies in policies persist; the Latin American conceptualization of 

interculturalism, characterized by a transformative dimension and an awareness of socio-

historical processes and the LIAMHM, framed the studies’ results. 

The study used expert interviews with key actors and decision makers related with 

interculturality in the city and analyzed the transcribed data with Grounded Theory. The 

results suggest that all actors have an understanding of interculturality by including aspects 

like conviviality, mutual recognition and equal rights. Differences can be observed which 

affect practices and influence their interactions with each other.  

The SEDEREC demonstrates a restricted understanding of interculturality, defining it as a 

model of interaction and conviviality through horizontal relations with equal rights and 

mutual understanding but also understood as a display of cultures. Further, the SEDEREC 

stated to have used the European concept of the intercultural city as a basis and partly, some 

concepts are mentioned in the LIAMHM. Yet, the SEDEREC engages in both intercultural 

and multicultural practices while neither lessening disadvantages as in multiculturalism, nor 

promoting interactions or dialogue as in interculturalism. Its work mostly consists of 

assistance programs, help for accessing services, and the organization of cultural events. 

Other actors classified it as assistentialist and paternalistic with a folkloristic use of cultures.   
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Civil society actors have a similar understanding as institutional actors but adding the aspects 

of acceptance, commonalities, a common project, social justice and establishing 

interrelations to prevent conflicts. Most civil society actors have a human rights approach 

with emphasis on civic values. These understandings resemble European interculturality 

related to migration; most civil society actors were also migrant-supporting organizations. 

Civil society actors engage in intercultural practices and some multiculturalism. Their work 

often consists of assistance and support while also promoting participation and spaces of 

interaction. Indigenous-oriented entities support cultural rights as well as promoting 

participation and interaction. Civil society organizations and institutions with a human rights 

approach, have a reactive approach to interculturality while sometimes also incorporating 

integrating practices, resembling multiculturalism. 

Indigenous-oriented institutions and organizations have a Latin American understanding of 

interculturalism, including aspects like transformation of society, change in mentalities and 

institutions, the acknowledgement of inequalities and the valorization of different cultural 

worldviews. These iterations resemble multiculturalism as they also include efforts on a 

wider-scale since transformations of relations and mentalities do not happen on one scale 

alone. Institutions while promoting cultural rights, which resembles multiculturalism, do so 

from a Latin American interculturalist perspective as they work to change mono-cultural 

practices, e.g. by promoting indigenous languages. On a smaller scale they try to include 

civil society and communities as participating actors in projects and events. 

All in all, these understandings influence the different actors’ practices on their own but also 

each other’s practices. SEDEREC’s narrower understanding thus correlated with more 

restrained intercultural practices. While some institutional and civil society actors would not 

work with the SEDEREC because of its assistentialist practices and seemingly closed stance 

towards collaboration. Others remarked a slowed down or broken down collaboration with 

the SEDEREC because of a seeming lack of knowledge and interest on these issues. 

Concerning the scope of implementation, it is clear that several obstacles persist like 

discontinuity in institutional personnel, lacking bureaucratic competences, political 

hierarchical tendencies, lack of resources or societal tendencies to discriminate. But as for 

now, the LIAMHM did manage to visibilize interculturality for a time, highlighted the 

treatment and integration of migrants, allowed for more culturally related events and 

campaigns in public spaces and the funding of civil society and community projects alike. 
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Further, intercultural practices have fomented networks between civil society actors and 

institutions as well as the incorporation and promotion of more equal relations between 

indigenous peoples or migrants and institutions. 

Opportunities for implementation can be sought out through the promotion of intercultural 

education across academic institutions; the promotion of interculturality through campaigns; 

the transversalization and adaption of public services and institutions to interculturality; the 

development of a long-term strategy for intercultural policies and programs; the revision of 

operational details for easier access to services and programs of the city; the implementation 

of evaluation and monitoring tools; the development of programs encouraging intercultural 

interactions including the mestizo population; the use of public space for intercultural 

activities, the establishment of an intercultural center or park; promotion of historically 

excluded forms of knowledge in different areas like health and education; training for public 

servants on interculturality and diversity as well as on hierarchical political concepts like 

assistentialism, paternalism and indigenism; a revision of the LIAMHM to include other 

groups or the creation of laws for other historically excluded groups like indigenous peoples; 

institutional support of civil society’s actors work and finally, the participation of target 

groups in intercultural policies and practices.  

The results of previous studies on the LIAMHM while showing various implementation 

problems, did not tackle the actors’ own conceptualizations of interculturality. This study 

showed how the intercultural concept can differ depending on the context; in this case a 

Latin American, more specifically Mexican context. This study contributes to the research 

on intercultural cities but also interculturality in Mexico City. The importance of the 

theorization of cultural diversity-related concepts for its implementation in policies and 

practices has been highlighted, since it affects both one’s own and the practice of other actors. 

It is clear that the experiences of migration foster a certain approach and understanding 

related to integration, while the presence of indigenous peoples fosters another approach and 

understanding more related to cultural rights and self-determination. It is also evident, that 

interculturalism and multiculturalism and its context-bound variations overlap and rather 

than exclude, they could enrich each other.  

While many institutions seemed to engage in intercultural practices and had a broad 

understanding of interculturality, it is not clear whether this is a tendency for most 

institutions. SEDEREC as case in point, did not offer a similar understanding or practices as 
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other institutional actors. As some of them argued, public servants are not necessarily 

qualified or trained for their areas.  

Concerning the research process’s aim to incorporate both indigenous and migrant-related 

actors, it must be stated that while an ample array of actors had been reached, indigenous 

civil society actors and migration-related institutions were few. The SEDEREC’s migration-

related area could not be reached but would have been an important addition since it is the 

responsible party for Mexico’s only integration policies regarding migrants. Further, the 

interview guidelines covered more themes than were exposed in this thesis and should have 

been more concise. Likewise, the number of interviews could have been reduced for the 

scope of this thesis. Information on the target group’s social, economic and political 

situations could not be considered. Sections concerning the understanding of the intercultural 

city as a concept have only been partly included. Nonetheless, since the intercultural city 

concerns the implementation of intercultural policies and practices in a city, the research 

questions could still be answered.  

This thesis mainly included actors related to migration and indigenous peoples but 

communities of different national origin should also be included in a further study. Similarly, 

the role of indigenous civil society actors for Mexico City’s interculturalism should also be 

studied which has not been done here enough. Specifically, to analyze how these actors 

cooperate with institutions and vice versa. Overall, the organizational capacities of different 

civil society actors related to cultural groups and their experiences concerning intercultural 

policies and practices, should be regarded, as well.   

An analysis of cross-country and cross-state institutional and civil society work could also 

be done. While the LIAMHM only works at the city level, processes concerning many of 

the target groups do not. E.g. return-migrant’s and emigrant’s transnationality, as well as 

transit migrants movements in the metropolitan zone rather than Mexico City, all insinuate 

more possibilities for intercultural policies in both Mexico and Mexico City.  

The SEDEREC’s resources and institutional scope were not analyzed. So it is not clear 

whether their programs and services reach the target population or to what extent. Thus, a 

quantitative study on intercultural policies could be useful. In a similar manner, research at 

the institution’s counter level of staff engaging with intercultural policies could bring more 

insights on policy implementation.  
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On another level, a more focused approach on the role of inequality, conflicts and human 

rights violations on the enforcement of rights and social cohesion in Mexico could be 

considered. As some actors connected interculturality with the need for peace.  

As the intercultural approach for cities gains in popularity, studies like this in other 

geographical contexts could provide insights into the role of understandings but also of social, 

political and historic conditions on practices since theoretical constructs happen in a context 

where actors build their own conceptions. Topically, other city concepts related to migration 

like the sanctuary city, the hospitable city or cities of solidarity, could be compared to this 

intercultural city approach. 

The fact that a law recognizing Mexico City’s diversity exists, which also proposes certain 

objectives related to integration and conviviality of different cultures, is an advancement in 

and of itself. There was and still is no other law or policy with this theme in Mexico.  

For those basing themselves in Latin American thought, interculturality needs the 

engagement with other’s views and ideas to learn from each other. Hopefully, this thesis can 

contribute to bridging intercultural research. And hopefully, it can benefit civil society and 

institutional actors in Mexico and other similar regional contexts who want to use this 

approach and get to know obstacles and possibilities for intercultural policies and practices. 
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Appendix A: List of interviewees, timeline and additional information. 

Abbreviations: C= Civil Society Organization; O= Other Entities; I=Governmental or 

Semi-Governmental Institution; Mi=Migrants; D=Diversity; In=Indigenous; A=Afro-

descendants; M=Male; F=Female; Group=Identification with a vulnerable group; Human 

rights=Human rights defender; 16=2016 
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Code Institution Time 

 

Target 

group 

Group Gender 

C1 COAMI/Group for the Support of Migrants May 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

M 

C2 INEDIM/Institute for Migration Research and 

Outreach 

May 

16 

Mi  M 

C3 CAAM/Centre for Assistance and Support for 

Migrants 

May 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

F 

C4 GENDES/Gender and Development May 

16 

D  M 

O1 Radio Raíces/Radio Roots May 

16 

D Human 

rights  

M 

I1 CDHDF/Human Rights Commission of the Federal 

District 

May 

16 

D Women F 

C5 Casa Refugiados/Refugee House May 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

M 

C6 Asamblea de Migrantes Indígenas de la Ciudad de 

México/ Assembly of Indigenous Migrants of 

Mexico City* 

June 

16 

In In - Mixe M 

C7 Casa Refugio Hankili Africa/ Hankili Africa Refuge 

House 

June 

16 

A/D A F 

C8 Sin Fronteras/Witout Borders June 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

F 

C9 ILSB/Institute of Leadership Simone Beauvoir June 

16 

In/D In F 

C10 Fundación Arcoíris/Rainbow Foundation June 

16 

D LGBT F 

C11 ICPCD/Civil Initiative for the Promotion of a Culture 

of Dialogue 

June 

16 

Mi  F 

I2 Secretaría de Cultura de la Ciudad de 

México/Secretariat of Culture of Mexico City 

June 

16 

In In M 

C12 Casa de los Amigos/ House of Friends June 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

M 

I3 COPRED/Council for the Prevention and Elimination 

of Discrimination of Mexico City 

June 

16 

D  M 

I4 SEDEREC/Assistance for Ethnic Communities June 

16 

In/C  M 

I5 Consejo de los Pueblos y Barrios Originarios del 

DF/Council of Native Peoples and Quarters of the DF 

June 

16 

In/N N F 

I6 Former SEDEREC/Democratic Union of Social 

Organizations 

June 

16 

D A F 

O2 PUIC/University Program for Cultural Diversity and 

Interculturality Studies 

June 

16 

In  M 

I7 SEDEREC/Equity for Peoples and Communities June 

16 

In  F 

C13 IIPSOCULTA/Institute of Research and Social and 

Cultural Practice 

July 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

M 

I8 INALI/National Institute for Indigenous Languages July 

16 

In In -

Mazahua 

M 

I9 Secretaria de Educación/CGEIB/General 

Coordination of Intercultural and Bilingual Education 

July 

16 

In/A  M 

C14 CAFEMIN/House of Reception and Education for 

Migrant Women and Families 

July 

16 

Mi Human 

rights  

F 

*This interviewee (I6) explicitly wanted his name published: Pedro González Gómez 
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Appendix B: Cover Letter/E-mail to interviewees to request interviews. 
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Appendix C: General information on the interview and guarantee of confidentiality. 
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Appendix D: Letter of informed consent. 
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Appendix E: Interview guidelines in original Spanish.  

Guía de entrevistas 

Introducción: 

- Saludo y agradecer participación en entrevista 

- Presentación del proyecto de investigación 

- Explicación de formalidades: declaración de consentimiento, garantía de 

anonimato, duración de entrevista  

Comienzo: 

Quisiera pedirle que me hable sobre temas específicos en su función como representante de 

su organización/asociación/instituto o en su función de investigador. Estoy interesada en su 

perspectiva, cualquiera que sea. Si hay algún malentendido o confusión, no hesite en 

preguntar.  

Preguntas introductorias sobre el lugar de trabajo del entrevistado y su posición 

dentro de esa entidad: 

- ¿Que puesto tiene dentro de este/a organización/asociación/institución? 

- ¿Se considera parte de un grupo que es susceptible a ser discriminado? ¿Cuál? 

- ¿Desde cuándo trabaja con... (Nombre de la organización/asociación/instituto)? 

(¿Qué estudió o trabajó antes de estar en este puesto?) 

- ¿Qué tipo de organización/asociación/institución es... (Nombre de la 

organización/asociación/instituto)? 

- ¿Qué es lo que esta/e organización/asociación/institución hace en la práctica? 

Comprensión de conceptos relacionados con preguntas sobre la diversidad cultural y 

su opinión sobre el lugar que la Ciudad de México tiene dentro de la diversidad 

cultural del país y sus particularidades en cuanto a la diversidad cultural: 

- ¿Qué entiende por diversidad cultural? (¿Como la definiría?) 

- ¿Describiría/Calificaría a la Ciudad de México como (una ciudad) culturalmente 

diversa? ¿Sí o no y porque? 

- ¿Cómo se manifiesta/expresa esa diversidad cultural en la Ciudad de México? 

- ¿Qué importancia tiene la Ciudad de México para la diversidad cultural en México? 
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Conceptualización de los conceptos clave relacionados a la pregunta de esta 

investigación. ¿De qué manera los actores clave entienden la interculturalidad? Esto 

se revela por medio de preguntas sobre la interculturalidad y la interculturalidad en 

la ciudad, así como la interculturalidad en la Ciudad de México.: 

- ¿El trabajo que hace su organización/asociación/institución está basado en alguna 

filosofía, teoría o idea en particular? ¿Sí o no y cuál?  

- ¿Diría que la interculturalidad es parte del trabajo de su 

organización/asociación/institución? ¿En qué forma? 

- ¿Cómo entiende la interculturalidad? ¿Qué es lo que entiende bajo ese término? 

- ¿Conoce el concepto de la ciudad intercultural? ¿Qué entiende por el concepto de la 

ciudad intercultural (basado en lo que me explico sobre interculturalidad)?  

- ¿Diría que la Ciudad de México es una ciudad intercultural? ¿Sí o no y porque? 

- ¿La Ciudad de México se podría convertir en ciudad intercultural? ¿Sí o no y 

porque? (¿Existe una base para eso?) 

Implementación por medio de la ley: Preguntas sobre la Ley de Interculturalidad 

como base de las políticas interculturales oficiales de la Ciudad de México: 

- ¿Conoce a la Ley de la interculturalidad, (Atención a Migrantes y Movilidad 

Humana)? 

- ¿Cómo percibe el impacto de la Ley? ¿Qué opina de esa Ley? 

- ¿Ha tenido efecto en el trabajo de su organización/asociación/instituto? ¿Ha 

afectado al trabajo de su organización/institución/asociación? 

Implementación por medio de los actores entrevistados: ¿Coinciden las prácticas de 

los actores clave con el concepto teórico de la interculturalidad?: 

Preguntas acerca del trabajo de los entrevistados/de su 

organización/asociación/institución con instituciones gubernamentales: 

- ¿Conoce la SEDEREC (Secretaría de Desarrollo Rural y Equidad para las 

Comunidades)? 

- ¿Trabaja con la SEDEREC? (¿Cómo y en qué trabaja con la SEDEREC?) 

- ¿O de alguna forma ha estado en contacto con la SEDEREC? (¿Sí o no y porque?)  

- ¿Su organización/asociación/institución trabaja con otras instituciones 

gubernamentales para avanzar su trabajo? (¿Cuáles? O ¿Por qué no?) 
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Preguntas acerca del trabajo de los entrevistados/de su 

organización/asociación/institución en relación con la interculturalidad así como la 

posible cooperación con la sociedad civil: 

- (¿Su organización trabaja para gestionar/acomodar la diversidad cultural en la 

Ciudad de México?) 

- ¿Diría que promueven o apoyan a la interculturalidad en la Ciudad de México?  

- ¿Cómo apoyan o fomentan la interculturalidad en la Ciudad de México? 

- ¿Existe alguna cooperación, colaboración u interacción entre su 

organización/asociación/institución y otras 

organizaciones/asociaciones/institutos/comunidades? ¿Qué tipo de interacciones o 

cooperación? ¿Trabajan juntos? ¿De qué manera?  

Grupos representados/apoyados: Preguntas sobre el grupo representado o apoyado y 

su relación con la Ciudad de México. Sin embargo, este tipo de preguntas no se 

preguntó a organizaciones/asociaciones/instituciones que atienden a una amplia gama 

de grupos: 

- ¿Qué tan grande es el grupo al que representa/apoye en la Ciudad de México? 

(Estadísticas) 

- ¿Cómo es tratado (el grupo que representa o apoya) en la Ciudad de México? 

- ¿Usted diría que están integrados u incluidos en esta sociedad? (¿Por qué por qué 

no?) 

- ¿Cómo ve/califica la participación política, cultural, económica y/o social del 

grupo? 

- ¿Usted diría que los miembros del grupo que representa o apoya, están bien 

organizados? (¿En qué manera? ¿Por qué?) 

Preguntas finales para descubrir obstáculos, desafíos, sugerencias y fortalezas de las 

prácticas y políticas interculturales en la Ciudad de México. Preguntas acerca de su 

percepción de las políticas y prácticas interculturales de la Ciudad de México y la 

interculturalidad en general para evaluar sus posibilidades y retos: 

- ¿Cómo percibe las políticas interculturales de la Ciudad de México? ¿Qué piensa 

de ellas?  
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- ¿Qué problemas ve en las políticas interculturales de la Ciudad de México? (¿Qué 

se puede hacer para mejorar esas políticas?) 

- ¿En su opinión, a que se debe la falta de voluntad/problema de implementación? 

- ¿Diría que su organización/asociación/instituto ha sido impactado por las políticas 

interculturales de la Ciudad de México? ¿De qué manera?  

- ¿Cree que la Ciudad de México hizo un avance o retrocesos en términos de 

interculturalidad? ¿Por qué?  

- -¿En términos generales, qué podría contribuir a la interculturalidad? (Actitudes, 

los valores, las políticas nacionales o regionales...etc.) 

Consideraciones finales:  

- ¿Finalmente, existe algo que quisiera añadir; algo que le parece importante pero 

todavía no se ha mencionado? ¿Un comentario final?  

¡Muchas gracias por participar en esta entrevista!  

 

Appendix F: Interview guidelines translated to English. 

Interview guidelines 

Introduction: 

- Greetings and thanking for participation in this interview 

- Presentation of the research project 

- Explanation of formalities: declaration of consent, guarantee of anonymity, length 

of interview 

Start: 

I would ask you to talk about specific issues in your role as a representative of your 

organization/association/institute or in your role as researcher. I am interested in your 

perspective, whatever it may be. If there is any misunderstanding or confusion, do not 

hesitate to ask. 

Introductory questions about the workplace of the interviewee and their position 

within that entity: 

- What position do you have in this organization/association/institution? 
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- Do you consider yourself part of a group that is likely to be discriminated against? 

Which one? 

- Since when are you working with ... (name of organization/association/institution)? 

(What did you study or work before being in this position?) 

- What type of organization/association/institution is ... (name of 

organization/association/institute)? 

- What does this organization/association/institution do in practice? 

Understanding of concepts related to questions on cultural diversity and their opinion 

on the place that Mexico City has within the cultural diversity of the country and its 

peculiarities in terms of cultural diversity: 

- What do you understand by cultural diversity? (How would you define it?) 

- Would you describe Mexico City as (a) culturally diverse (city)? Yes or no and 

why? 

- How does this cultural diversity express/manifest itself in Mexico City? 

- What importance does Mexico City have for cultural diversity in Mexico? 

Conceptualization of the key concepts related to the research question. How do 

stakeholders understand interculturalism? This is revealed by questions about 

interculturalism in the city and interculturalism in Mexico City: 

- Is the work of your organization/association/institute based on a philosophy, theory 

or idea in particular? Yes or no and which one? 

- Would you say that interculturality is part of the work of your 

organization/association/institute? In what way? 

- How do you understand interculturality? What you understand under that term? 

- Do you know the concept of the intercultural city? What would you understand 

under the concept of the intercultural city (based on what you explained about 

interculturality)? 

- Would you say that Mexico City is an intercultural city? Yes or no and why? 

- Could Mexico City become an intercultural city? Yes or no and why? (Is there a 

basis for that?) 

Implementation of the law: Questions on the Law of Interculturality as the basis of 

official intercultural policies Mexico City: 
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- Do you know the Law of Interculturality, (Attention to Migrants and Human 

Mobility)? 

- How do you perceive the impact of this law? What do you think of this law? 

- Did it have any effect on the work of your organization/association/institutions? 

Has it affected the work of your organization/institution/association? 

Implementation by the interviewed actors: Do the practices of key players match with 

the theoretical concept of interculturality? : 

Questions about the work of the interviewee’s organization/association/institution with 

governmental institutions: 

- Do you know the SEDEREC (Secretariat of Rural Development and Equity for 

Communities)? 

- Do you work with the SEDEREC? (How do you work with the SEDEREC?) 

- Or do you have somehow been in any kind of contact with the SEDEREC? (Yes or 

no and why?) 

- Does your organization/association/institute work with other government 

institutions to advance their work? (Which ones? Or why not?) 

Questions about the work of the interviewee’ organization/association/institution 

regarding interculturality and possible cooperation with civil society: 

- (Does your organization work to manage/accommodate cultural diversity in 

Mexico City?) 

- Would you say that you promote or support interculturality in Mexico City? 

- How do you support or promote interculturality in Mexico City? 

- Is there any cooperation, collaboration or interaction between your 

organization/association/institution and other organizations/associations/academia/ 

communities? What kind of interaction or cooperation? Do you work together? 

How? 

Represented/Supported Groups: Questions about the represented or supported group 

and their relation with Mexico City. However, these types of questions are not asked 

to organizations/associations/institutions that serve a wide range of groups: 

- How big is the group you represent/support in Mexico City? (Statistics) 

- How is this group you represent/support being treated in Mexico City? 
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- Would you say that they are integrated or included in this society? (Why? Why 

not?) 

- How do you see/rate the political, cultural, economic and/or social participation of 

the group? 

- Would you say that members of the group you represent or support are well 

organized? (In what way? Why?) 

Final questions to discover obstacles, challenges, suggestions and strengths of 

intercultural practices and policies in Mexico City. Questions about their perception 

of Mexico City’s intercultural policies and practices and interculturality in general to 

assess its possibilities and challenges: 

- How do you perceive Mexico City’s intercultural policies? What do you think of 

them? 

- What problems do you see in Mexico City’s intercultural policies? (What can be 

done to improve those policies?) 

- In your opinion, what is the cause of this unwillingness/those problems of 

implementation? 

- Would you say that your organization/association/institution has been impacted by 

intercultural policies Mexico City? How? 

- Do you think Mexico City made progress or setbacks in terms of interculturality? 

Why? 

- Generally, what could contribute to interculturality? (Attitudes, values, national or 

regional policies ...) 

Final Thoughts: 

- Finally, is there something you want to add; something that seems important but 

still has not been mentioned? A final comment? 

Thank you very much for participating in this interview! 
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Appendix G: Coding paradigm diagram for civil society actors & others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interculturality:         

conviviality 

symmetrical relations           

recognition                   

equity/social justice   

commonalities          
rights     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actor’s approach:      

interculturality            

human rights              

gender & feminism      

indigenous rights       

variety                      

hospitality             

peace                        

post-colonialism 

 

 

 

 

collaborations           

visibility work     

training/education    

assistance/attention    

political incidence    

dialogue                    

research 

 

Facilitators:                    

legal framework             

visibility work               

programs/projects       

civil society participation       

 

 

 

 

Barriers:                       

bureaucratic competence   

assistentialism            

lacking recognition     

folclorism                    

short-term projects      

lack of resources          

discontinuity 

 

 

Strategies 

 

 

Possibilities 

 

 

 

education for citizens 

recognition/learning            

civil society work  

monitoring/evaluation   

participation                  

institutional training                 

access                            

revision of policies  

transversalization          

cooperation                    

new constitution       

 

 

Causal Conditions 

Proximal context 

 

 

 

Distant context 

 

 

LIAMHM:            

legal framework     

implementation    

unknown       

waiting time     

sensibilization      

policy making    
access    

 

 

 

 

SEDEREC:     

assisentialism      

knowledge          

slow process      

visibility        

project funding 

 

 

 

Mexico:                

exclusion/rejection   

societal structure    

violence/insecurity 

human rights         

illegal activities     

media                   

hierarchies 

 

 

Mexico City:       

historical diversity    

new constitution    

centralism            

administrations      

discrimination   

civil society  

 

 

Intervening conditions 
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Appendix H: Coding paradigm diagram for institutional actors without the SEDEREC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interculturality:      

conviviality                 

respect                        

enrichment                          

symmetrical relations    

dialogue                  
transformation        

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actor’s approach:      

interculturality          

human rights             

indigenous rights       

cultural diversity         

post-colonialism        

gender perspective 

 

 

 

 

collaborations          

visibility work 

political incidence         

training/education     

research                 

assistance/attention        

discussions               

admin./coord. 

 

Facilitators:                 

efforts/good intentions    

visibility work            

programs/projects      

civil society participation   

recognition 

 

 

 

 

Barriers:                      

bureaucratic competence     

no intercultural policies                         

short-term projects      

structural violence       

colonial heritage 

 

 

Strategies 

 

 

Possibilities 

 

 

 

  social transformation    

education for citizens 

intercultural education            

institutional training  

intercultural adaption   

promotion/visibility    

participation                 

languages               

transversalization     

symmetrical relations      

civil society work      

new constitution     

long-term strategies                 

 

 

Causal Conditions 

Proximal context 

 

 

 

Distant context 

 

 

LIAMHM:        

sensibilization        

legal framework     

implementation    

unknown          

not intercultural           

policy making      

clarity of law   

  

 

 

 

 

SEDEREC:     

funding            

collaboration        

visibility         

folclorism          

not intercultural      

 

 

 

Mexico:                 

exclusion/rejection       

societal structure     

hierarchies 

indigenous peoples          

human rights           

media                    
colonial heritage 

 

 

Mexico City:        

historical diversity    

civil society        

homogenizing cult.        

discrimination   

centralism   

 

 

Intervening conditions 
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Appendix I: Coding paradigm diagram for the SEDEREC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix J: Interview transcripts (see CD). 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interculturality:       

conviviality           

recognition                  

symmetrical relations             

rights                           

enrichment            

peace                           

understanding            
display of cultures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actor’s approach:      

interculturality           

human rights             

indigenous rights       

gender perspective       

variety 

 

 

 

 

assistance/attention    

collaboration         

visibility work           

training/education           

admin./coord.                 

 

Facilitators:                 

efforts/good intentions    

programs/projects      

new institutions              

institutional network       

recognition                   

 

 

 

 

Barriers:                        

human rights                 

bureaucratic competence     

hierarchies               

 

 

Strategies 

 

 

Possibilities 

 

 

 

education for citizens   

institutional training       

intercultural education            

intercultural adaption   

promotion/visibility    

transversalization        

participation            

civil society work     

adequate resources     

new constitution           

 

 

Causal Conditions 

Proximal context 

 

 

 

Distant context 

 

 

LIAMHM:        

sensibilization        

existence of law     

independence      

exercise of rights      

revision               
access    

  

 

 

 

 

SEDEREC:     

folclorism        

paternalism      

 

 

 

Mexico:               

exclusion/rejection   

societal structure     
paternalism 

 

 

Mexico City:        

historical diversity    

centralism         

hospitable            

discrimination   

new constitution     

assimilation 

 

 

Intervening conditions 
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